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47 Meters Down
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Mandy Moore, Claire Holt, Matthew Modine
Thriller
Johannes Roberts
Completed

TAltitude Film Sales

Charlie Kemball +33 4 93 99 20 61
info@altitudefilment.com
Market Office: Grand, Le Dauphin Entr.2nd Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612

Synopsis:
Twenty-something sisters Kate and Lisa are gorgeous, fun-loving and ready for the holiday of a lifetime in Mexico.
When the opportunity to go cage diving to view Great White sharks presents itself, thrill-seeking Kate jumps at the chance while Lisa
takes some convincing. After some not so gentle persuading, Lisa finally agrees and the girls soon find themselves two hours off the
coast of Huatulco and about to come face to face with nature's fiercest predator. But what should have been the trip to end all trips
soon becomes a living nightmare when the shark cage breaks free from their boat, sinks and they find themselves trapped at the
bottom of the ocean. With less than an hour of oxygen left in their tanks, they must somehow work out how to get back to the boat
above them through 47 meters of shark-infested waters.

6 Days
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Jamie Bell, Mark Strong, Abbie Cornish
Thriller
Toa Fraser
Post-Production

TXYZ Films

Scott Freije +1 317 752 6089
info@xyzfilms.com
Home Office tel: +1 310 956 1550

Synopsis:
In April 1980, armed gunmen stormed the Iranian Embassy in Prince’s Gate, London and took all inside hostage. Over the next six days
a tense standoff took place, aall the while a group of highly trained soldiers from the SAS prepared for a raid the likes of which would
change the worldz forever.

6Days66Years
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Martin Landau, Tom Sizemore, Bobby Rhodes,
Christopher Lambert
Thriller
Alex Madia Levi
Pre-Production

TMC Film Consultants

Mili Cumic +44 7810 520 101
mili@cumic.fsnet.co.uk
Market Office: Int'l Village Czech Pavilion 133
Home Office tel: +44 7810 520 101

Synopsis:
A wealthy US businessman inherits a derelict estate following his grandfather’s death. He soon discovers the manor
was used during WWII by Nazi soldiers for satanic rituals; evil forces re-emerge 6 days, 66 years after the first ever killing in the woods…

Adult Life Skills
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Jodie Whittaker, Edward Hogg, Lorraine Ashbourne,
Alice Lowe, Brett Goldstein
Drama
Rachel Tunnard
Completed

TIndependent

Nada Cirjanic +33 4 93 38 29 10
mail@independentfilmcompany.com
Market Office: 23 Rue Macé Numa Bianca 2nd Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734

Synopsis:
Anna is stuck: she’s approaching 30, living like a hermit in her mum’s garden shed and wondering why the
suffragettes ever bothered.
She spends her days making videos using her thumbs as actors - thumbs that bicker about things like whether Yogi Bear is a moral or
existential nihilist. But Anna doesn’t show these videos to anyone and no one knows what they are for.
A week before her birthday her Mum serves her an ultimatum – she needs to move out of the shed, get a haircut that doesn’t put her
gender in question and stop dressing like a homeless teenager. Naturally, Anna tells her Mum to BACK THE F-OFF.
However, when her school friend comes to visit, Anna’s self-imposed isolation becomes impossible to maintain. Soon she is entangled
with a troubled eight year old boy obsessed with Westerns, and the local estate agent whose awkward interpersonal skills continually
undermine his attempts to seduce her.
This is a story about confronting the things we are most scared of – a story that explores the universal themes of being lost and finding
yourself, making peace with who you are, and regaining self-confidence and dignity.
It is basically the same themes as ROCKY if you think about it. But with thumbs. And a cowboy. And no boxing.
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Age Of Kill
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Martin Kemp, Patrick Bergin, Dexter Fletcher, Nick
Moran
Thriller
Neil Jones
Completed

TGFM Evolution

Edoardo Bussi +44 7903 317 408
edoardo@gfmfilms.co.uk
Market Office: Grand 10th Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300

Synopsis:
"I want you to kill for me. Six people; on the hour, every hour. Miss a deadline, people will die. Call the pollice,
people will die. Any devitation or delay, people will die."
Discraced MI6 sniper Sam Blake initially dismisses the call as a hoax...until the first shot in a random killing spree is fired. Sam is plunged
into a desperate cat and mouse chase across London and with the clock ticking and the odds sacked against him, he becomes an
unwilling assassin, forced to kill in order to protect... Not just hundreds of innocent civilians, but his own daughter who has been
kidnapped by the psychotic terrorist who calls himself Jericho.
As the police and security services close in, Sam must unravel the conspiracy, unmask his nemesis and save the one person in the world
he truly loves.

American Honey
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Shia Labeouf, Sasha Lane, Riley Keough
Drama
Andrea Arnold
Completed

TProtagonist Pictures

George Hamilton +33 4 93 39 30 70
info@protagonistpictures.com
Market Office: Grand, Ibis Entr.7th Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000

Synopsis:
Star (Sasha Lane), a teenage girl from a troubled home runs away with a travelling sales crew who drive across the
American Midwest selling Magazine subscriptions door to door. Finding her feet in this gang of teenagers, one of whom is Jake (Shia
LaBeouf), she soon gets into the group's lifestyle of hard-partying nights, law-bending days and young love.

The Angel Makers
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Emily Watson, Christina Hendricks
Drama
Jon Amiel
Pre-Production

TFilm Mode Ent.

Clay Epstein +33 4 92 99 32 44
sales@filmmodeentertainment.com
Market Office: Palais Lerins Stand L6
Home Office tel: +1 310 844 9174

Synopsis:
Survival is key in this isolated Yorkshire community. When the men leave to join the allied fight in France, their
wives remain to run the farms- with the help of German POWs at a nearby internment camp. Soon, illicit affairs have begun, and in
some cases, lust develops into love. But what these women have also discovered is a newfound sense of independence. Sarah Rigg is
the midwife and with doctor at the heart of the village; she holds the power of life and death in her hands. So when the husbands
return, brutalised by war, the women turn to Sarah to mix the potions that can save a life...or take it away.

The Autopsy Of Jane Doe
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Emile Hirsch, Brian Cox
Thriller
Andre Ovredal
Post-Production

TIM Global

Callum Grant +44 20 7025 8060
info@imglobalfilm.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand L1
Home Office tel: +1 310 777 3590

Synopsis:
Cox and Hirsch play father and son coroners who receive a mysterious homicide victim with no apparent cause of
death. As they attempt to identify the beautiful young “Jane Doe,” they discover increasingly bizarre clues that hold the key to her
terrifying secrets.

Aux

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

John Rhys-Davies, Rosie Fellner, Paul Reynolds
Action/Adventure
John Adams
Production

TEvolutionary Films

Ross Boyask +44 7896 722 778
info@evolutionaryfilms.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand F14
Home Office tel: +44 20 8215 3340

Synopsis:
A gruesome action horror which begins when two young boys playing in the woods discover the entrance to a
military bunker undetected since WWII.
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Away
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Timothy Spall, Juno Temple, Matt Ryan, Hayley
Squires, Terry Stone, Susan Lynch
Drama
David Blair
Completed

T7 & 7 Producers' Sales Service

Maura Ford
info@7and7.co.uk
Market Office: Members Club Plage Royale
Home Office tel: +44 7814 681 335

Synopsis:
Joseph and Ria are both looking for a way out. Joseph wants out of this life; struggling to come to terms with his
wife’s death, he just wants the pain to end. Ria needs out of this town; parentless and penniless she tries hard to protect her younger
sister Kaz from the evils of life including Ria’s abusive drug dealing ex-boyfriend Dex who has now set his sights on Kaz.
Both have one destination in mind: the bright lights of the coastal town of Blackpool. For Joseph it is a fitting place to commit suicide –
a favoured destination for he and his wife where they had competed in numerous ballroom dance competitions; for Ria it is a place of
safety to make a fresh start far away from Dex and all he represents. Risking everything Ria makes her escape, but it is not long before
a furious Dex catches up with her. Just when there seems no hope, Joseph accidentally interrupts the violent scene and decides to
intervene. Seemingly this is a heroic deed of valour, but to Joseph it is a pathetic suicidal act of a middle-aged man with a death wish.
Seeing Joseph as her knight in shining armour, Ria tags along with him to Blackpool – something Joseph regards as more than a minor
inconvenience as Ria repeatedly manages to foil Joseph’s attempts to end his life. An unlikely friendship blossoms as both begin to see
in the other something that has been missing from their own lives. But Dex is never far behind and it is in Blackpool their fates must
inevitable intertwine and meet a violent conclusion.

B&B
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Paul McGann, Tom Bateman, Sean Teale, Callum
Woodhouse, James Tratas
Thriller
Joe Ahearne
Post-Production

T4Square Films

Billy Hurman
billyhurman@4sqf.com
Market Office: Grand, Albatros Entr. 3rd Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 7956 578 093

Synopsis:
Gay Londoners Mike and Fred, plan a weekend of mischief returning to bait the prosecuted Christian owner of a
remote B&B. The year before they had successfully sued the owner for not allowing them to share a double bed. Events take a deadly
turn when another guest, (a Russian thug), arrives who they think might have something more sinister in mind.

The Banksy Job
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

AK 47
Documentary
Dylan Harvey
Completed

TMetro Int'l Ent.

Samuel Hall +44 7527 970 064
sales@metro-films.com
Market Office: 23 Rue Mace 4th Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301

Synopsis:
The Banksy Job is about art, crime, authentication, ongoing feuds and a familiar statue that, when it’s reintroduced
to the marketplace, could be worth Millions.

The Bay Of Silence
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Uma Thurman, Toby Stephens, Brian Cox
Thriller
Antii Jokinen
Pre-Production

TInternational Film Trust

Todd Olsson +1 424 278 4224
inquiries@iftsales.com
Market Office: 44 la Croisette L'Imperatrice
Home Office tel: +1 424 278 4224

Synopsis:
The sudden disappearance of his wife and children after the traumatic birth of their son sends Will on a frantic
search across Europe to regain his family and piece his life back together. As the mystery behind his wife’s actions slowly begins to take
a dark and menacing form, Will is determined to seek out the truth—no matter the cost.

Beautiful Devils
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Osy Ikhile, Rachel Hurd Wood, Elliot James
Langridge, Iain Glen
Romance
James Marquand
Completed

TCarnaby Int'l Sales & Dist.

Severah Akhtar +44 7701 349 182
severah@carnabyinternational.com
Market Office: 22 La Croisette 23 Rue Mace
Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0185

Synopsis:
Based on the classic play by Shakespeare, the script is adapted from the original story and has been given a modern
twist and sensibility.
Our hero, Othello, is young and handsome and soon to be successful. Along with his childhood friend, Iago, he has carved out for
himself a bolstering career in the music industry. One of the big record labels is signing him and his future looks golden. Now Othello
has it all, including the love of his life, the beautiful Desdimonda, but despite Othello’s undying love for her, her father refuses to
approve of their relationship and will do anything to keep them apart. And there is someone else who wants to shatter Othello’s
wonderful life – Iago. Jealousy and rage burn inside him as he is side-lined in the music deal and desires Desdemona from afar.
Scheming plots and plans emerge and it can only end in tragedy.
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Between Two Worlds
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Chris Mason , Hannah Britland, Lucien Laviscount,
Example
Romance
James Marquand
Completed

TAPL Film

Warren Nimchuk
wwn@aplfilm.com
Market Office: Int'l Village Canada Pavilion 124
Home Office tel: +1 604 628 4444

Synopsis:
Young writer Ryan (Chris Mason) is desperately searching for inspiration for his new novel whilst suffering a badly
broken heart after being dumped by his glamorous girlfriend Lucy (Wallis Day) and adjusting to life away from his beloved Liverpool. In
a misguided effort to cheer him up, his two best mates, John ,a successful city trader and Connor (Lucien Laviscount) a budding
Hollywood actor, take him out on a tour of the wild excesses of London’s party scene where he meets the girl of his dreams, art gallery
owner Anna (Hannah Britland). however on his journey, Ryan becomes torn and conflicted between life’s priorities; to his friends, to his
writing and to his roots.

The BFG
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Mark Rylance, Rebecca Hall, Bill Hader, Jemaine
Clement
Family
Steven Spielberg
Completed

TMister Smith Ent.

Rouzie Hassanova
info@mistersmithent.com
Market Office: 3 Rond Point Dubois D’Angers 1st Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 1724

Synopsis:
A girl named Sophie encounters the Big Friendly Giant who, despite his intimidating appearance, turns out to be a
kindhearted soul who is considered an outcast by the other giants because unlike his peers refuses to eat boys and girls.

Blazing Samurai
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Animation
Chris Bailey
Production

TGFM Films

Edoardo Bussi +44 7903 317 408
edoardo@gfmfilms.co.uk
Market Office: Grand 10th Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300

Synopsis:
In a land of cats, a long time ago,,,,,The felines of Kakamucho are about to have their litter boxes shaken when their
new Samurai turns up and he's not quite what they expected - HE'S A DOG!Hank, a scrappy, wide-eyed pooch on the run, scrambles
ashore with dreams of becoming a Samurai like his kitty heores. There's just one problem; he doesn't QUITE fit in. But he is the perfect
pawn for a scheming warlord named Ika Chu, who is after Kakamucho;s land and needs the townscats out of his way. What better way
to chase out a bunch of cats than a dog!
Hank rolls into Kakamucho large and in charge, but is quickly taken down a peg when confronted but a hornets' nest of furious
townscats - he's no Samurai, he's a dog! His only champion is Emiko, a young kitten with her own dreams of becoming a Samurai. This
is going to be a lot harder than Hank Expected.Luckily friends and training turn up in unlikely places. Hank finds the town outcast, a
catnip-addled former swordsman named Yojimbo, who gives him a crash course, literally in how to be a Samurai. With a little grit,
determination, and his own canine style, Hank becomes a true Samurai and teaches his new companions a big lesson; it doesn't matter
where you come from, but who you are inside.
Cats and dogs are living together. Action. Comedy. Hysteria

The Blitzkrieg Bop
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Havey Keitel
Comedy
David Blair
Pre-Production

TSplit Second Films

Margaret Milner Schmueck
+44 7801 541 007
contact@splitsecondfilms.com
Home Office tel: +44 193 338 2289

Synopsis:
Brothers Des and Dave Gilroy are as mad as hell. They were looking forward to a comfortable retirement in Spain
until a crooked property developer swindled them out of their life savings. Now they aim to take revenge on not just the property
developer but also the bank and solicitor he was in cahoots with.
The police think the urban terrorist known as the Bluebird Bomber is young and idealistic. Little do they realise he is in fact two silverhaired pensioners who won’t rest until they’re paid the £753,256 - what's owed to them.
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Bobby
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Pele, Paul Gascoigne, Franz Beckenbauer, Russell
Brand, David Beckham, Ray Winstone
Documentary
Ron Scalpello
Completed

TKaleidoscope Film Dist.

Daniel Cooper +44 7590 316 488
sales@kaleidoscopefilmDist..com
Market Office: Palais Lerins Stand L21
Home Office tel: +44 20 3397 4410

Synopsis:
Bobby explores the remarkable true story of English footballing legend and World Cup Winning Captain, Bobby
Moore.
A footballer, a father, a cultural icon and a footballing legend, Bobby Moore was a hero to successive generations of footballers and
football fans alike, described by Pele as the best defender he ever played against. At the height of his fame, not only did he captain his
country to victory at the 1966 World Cup, but alongside icons such as The Rolling Stones, renowned photographer David Bailey and Sir
Michael Caine, he helped spread the influence of British culture across the globe. From huge success on the field for both his country
and his beloved West Ham United, to personal tragedies away from football – including overcoming a cancer at aged just 24 - Bobby
tells in intricate detail just how this legend became a global sporting hero. A man full of contradictions, he was renowned for his love of
a drink and a party, yet his stoicism, courage and single-minded approach to both his life, and his football, was second to none.
Bobby will feature exclusive interviews with family members who knew him best, plus icons including Pele, Wayne Rooney, Roy
Hodgson, Paul Gascoigne, Gordon Banks, Sir Geoff Hurst, with Russell Brand, Ray Winstone and more. It will also feature previously
unseen match footage that has been unearthed following an intensive year-long search, including from that 1966 World Cup Final!
With the 50th anniversary of England’s famous World Cup win approaching, there has never been a better time to explore and
reappraise the impact of a man who influenced and inspired the beautiful game like few others.

The Book Of Birdie
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Ilirida Memedovski, Suzan Crowley, Kathryn
Browning
Fantasy
Elizabeth E. Schuch
Post-Production

TReel Suspects

Matteo Lovadino +33 6 14 45 62 78
info@reelsuspects.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand E3
Home Office tel: +33 1 58 51 42 95

Synopsis:
When a fragile, imaginative teenager is placed in a dying convent, will her unusual obsessions and hallucinations
become a mark of sainthood or a dark heres

The Bookshop
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Emily Mortimer, Patricia Clarkson
Drama
Coixet Isabel
Pre-Production

TCelsius Ent.

Thierrry Wase-Bailey +33 9 52 44 30 15
in@celsiusentertainment.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion , 7E 3E2
Home Office tel: +44 20 7569 0010

Synopsis:
Based on Penelope Fitzgerald’s novel of the same name; 'The Bookshop' is set in 1959, Florence Green (Emily
Mortimer), a free spirited widow, puts grief behind her and risks everything to open up a bookshop - the first such shop in the sleepy
seaside town of Hardborough, England. Fighting damp, cold and considerable local apathy she struggles to establish herself but soon
her fortunes change for the better. By exposing the narrow minded local townsfolk to the best literature of the day including Nabokov's
scandalising "Lolita" and Ray Bradbury's "Fahrenheit 451", she opens their eyes thereby causing a cultural awakening in a town which
has not changed for centuries.
Her activities bring her a kindred spirit and ally in the figure of Mr Brundish who is himself sick of the town's stale atmosphere. But this
mini social revolution soon brings her fierce enemies: she invites the hostility of the town's less prosperous shopkeepers and also
crosses Mrs. Gamart (Patricia Clarkson) Harborough's vengeful, embittered alpha female who is herself a wannabe doyenne of the local
arts scene. When Florence refuses to bend to Gamart's will, they begin a struggle not just for the bookshop but for the very heart and
soul of the town.

Brand: A Second Coming
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Russell Brand
Documentary
Ondi Timoner
Completed

TMyriad Pictures

Stacy Glassgold +1 310 691 0233
info@myriadpictures.com
Market Office: 29 Rue du Commandant Andre 2nd
Home Office tel: +1 310 279 4000

Synopsis:
BRAND: A Second Coming follows comedian/author/activist Russell Brand as he dives headlong into drugs, sex and
fame in an attempt to find happiness, only to realize we have all been nurtured on bad ideas and empty celebrity idols. Brand leaves
Los Angeles to embark on a stand-up comedy tour about his own true icons - Gandhi, Che Guevara, Malcolm X and Jesus Christ - and
transforms from addict and Hollywood star into an unexpected political disruptor and new found hero to the undeserved.
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Bridgend
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Hannah Murray, Steven Waddington, Josh O'Connor
Thriller
Jeppe Rønde
Completed

TNew Europe Film Sales

Jan Naszewski +48 600 173 205
jan@neweuropefilmsales.com
Market Office: Grand, Goeland Entr. Polish Stand
9th Fl.
Home Office tel: +48 600 173 205

Synopsis:
”Bridgend” follows Sara and her dad, Dave as they arrive to a small village in Bridgend County. The village is haunted
by suicides amongst its young inhabitants, and Sara falls dangerously in love with one of the teenagers, Jamie while Dave as the town’s
new policeman tries to stop the mysterious chain of suicides. The film is an uncompromising story focused on the relationship between
vulnerable teenagers and their parents who are left in the dark as the inexplicable suicides gradually take on the character of a
punishing ritual.
The story of the film is based on a mysterious suicide cluster that took place in Bridgend County, a small former coal-mining province in
Wales. Between 2007 and 2012 seventy-nine suicides were committed in the area. Most of the victims were teenagers, they hanged
themselves and left no suicide notes. Danish documentary filmmaker Jeppe Rønde followed the teenagers from the area for six years
and wrote the script based on their life stories. Bridgend is Rønde’s fiction film debut. It is entirely shot on location in Wales, with many
of the local teenagers casted as actors.

Burn Burn Burn
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TUDI - Urban Dist. Int'l

Laura Carmichael, Chloe Pirrie, Joe Dempsie, Jack
Farthing
Road movie
Chanya Button
Completed

Louise Ronzet +33 1 48 70 73 83
udi@urbangroup.biz
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand L2
Home Office tel: +33 1 48 70 46 56

David Fumero, James Synder, Blake Berris, Laura
Weissbecker
Western
Jane Clark
Completed

Jane Clark +1 323 633 8193
jclark@filmmcqueen.com
Home Office tel: +1 323 633 8193

Synopsis:
Dan is dead. He was only 29. Alex and Seph loved him like a sibling. And now he’s left them his ashes to scatter
across the UK, along with elaborate video instructions for doing so. London, Stonehenge, Cardiff, York, Ben Lomond: road trip !
BURN BURN BURN is a dark comedy with a warmth at its heart. Alex and Seph are in the eye of a storm, with decisions to make in every
corner of their lives; and the one helping them make those decisions… is dead. It’s just like Jack Kerouac’s ‘On The Road’. In a Volvo.
With a dead friend's ashes in some tupperware in the glove compartment.

Burnside
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TFilmMcQueen

Synopsis:
Arizona, 1877. A beautiful young wife and mother watches her world go up in flames and her young son felled by an
errant bullet. Desperate for money for a life-saving operation, Mae falls back on skills learned as the daughter of a rancher, raised to
fight cattle rustlers. She throws herself into the dangerous, male-dominated world of Bounty Hunting, risking her life to raise the cash
she needs.
When a gang of Outlaws rob the bank of Grace, taking a fortune in gold coins belonging to the US Government, Mae finds herself
teamed up against her better judgment, with Cavalry Captain Fortune Ardana.
Mae's dark past will unravel as the two battle an unforgiving landscape, cocky gunslingers, the ever-present Apache threat, and each
other in their pursuit of the gang and the gold. But there are secrets everywhere, and the two will soon discover that the enemy they
know might not be as dangerous as the allies they trust. All roads lead to Burnside - a hell-hole smuggler's town with a lawless
reputation - as the parties converge for a monumental showdown.

By Any Name
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Cengiz Dervis, Samira Mohamed Ali, Dan
Richardson, Victor Ptak
Action/Adventure
Euros Jones-Evans
Completed

TAdler & Associates Ent.

Marie Adler +31 068 435 45
info@adlersproductions.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand K3
Home Office tel: +1 310 684 3545

Synopsis:
A man is admitted into a psychiatric ward after being found running on the Brecon Beacons bloodstained and half
naked. Suffering from amnesia, his doctor Elizabeth Santer helps him try and regain his memory. With only a knowledge of Wales and
sophisticated military techniques he finds himself on the run from both the police and military. The hunt is on for answers and time is
running out for Elizabeth and the man she only knows as 'John West'.
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Capsule
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Edmund Kingsley, Lisa Greenwood
Science-fiction
Andrew Martin
Completed

TPhoenix Worldwide Ent.

Mariah Sayer +44 7968 050 753
info@phoenixworldent.com
Market Office: Members Club Plage Royale
Home Office tel: +44 127 332 9200

Synopsis:
A helpless British astronaut suffering Hypoxia is locked in a dysfunctional Cold War Space Capsule orbiting earth.
With limited contact with his own team, the deeply suspicious Russians and Americans attempt to intervene… One Man, One Mission,
One Choice... Who will he Trust?

Carpe Diem
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Eric Hinwood, Collin McDowell, Selena Welling,
Aaron Shi
Comedy
Eric Hinwood
Completed

TAdler & Associates Ent.

Marie Adler +31 068 435 45
info@adlersproductions.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand K3
Home Office tel: +1 310 684 3545

Synopsis:
Three high school graduates search for their best friend while backpacking through Europe after he gets lost in a
train station bathroom.

The Carrier
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Ed Kingsley, Jack Gordon, Karen Bryson, Joe Dixon,
Zora Bishop, Billy Clarke, Andrew French, Luke
Healy, Rebecca Johnson
Science-fiction
Anthony Woodley
Completed

TEvolutionary Films

Ross Boyask +44 7896 722 778
info@evolutionaryfilms.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand F14
Home Office tel: +44 20 8215 3340

Synopsis:
Eight survivors take to the skies in a badly damaged 747 to escape an antibiotic resistant pandemic which decimates
the planet. There’s nowhere safe to land, but things really start to go wrong when they realise that the infection is on the plane. How
long can they stay airborne? And more importantly what will be waiting for them if they land?

Chicken
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Yasmin Paige, Morgan Watkins, Scott Chambers
Drama
Joe Stephenson
Completed

TMirovision Inc.

Miri Moon +82 10 9552 3719
jason@mirovision.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand D2
Home Office tel: +82 2 3443 2574

Synopsis:
An impressive feature debut for young British director Joe Stephenson (who is now in pre- production on a muchhyped Noel Coward biopic set to star Ian McKellen and Vanessa Redgrave) about optimistic 15-year-old Richard – troubled with
learning difficulties - and his restless and abusive older brother. When Richard falls for 17-year-old Annabel (Yasmin Paige,
fromSubmarine) the relationship between the brothers is stretched to breaking point, family secrets are revealed and life for Richard
starts to finally change direction.

Chosen
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:
Synopsis:

Harvey Keitel, Luke Mably, Ana Ularu
Drama
Jasmin Dizdar
Completed

An unassuming young lawyer leads a fight against the Nazis near the end of the Second World War.

Chuck Norris Vs Communism
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TPremiere Ent. Group

Jack Campbell +33 4 92 99 32 03
jack@premiereentertainmentgroup.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand D7
Home Office tel: +1 818 386 9458

Documentary
Ilinca Calugareanu
Completed

TRise And Shine World Sales

Diana Karklin +49 163 472 763 9
info@riseandshine-berlin.de
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand H8
Home Office tel: +49 30 47 37 29 80

Synopsis:
Chuck Norris vs Communism takes place in the 1980s, when the Communist regime in Romania was more brutal
and extreme than any of the Soviet Nations. Hidden from the scrutinising eyes of the Secret Police, Irina Nistor dubbed over 5,000
foreign blockbusters that entered Romania illegally, smuggled in by the mysterious entrepreneur Toader Zamfir. A sprawling horde of
American films was unleashed into Romanian homes featuring everything from Megaforce and Bloodsport to Taxi Driver, from Ninja
Death Squad and Fist of Fury to Brazil, from low-budget slasher films to Hollywood blockbusters. Irina's voice became a symbol of
freedom, Chuck Norris, Van Damme and Bruce Lee became national heroes and the whole country found a way to subvert a brutal
regime.
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Churchill
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Brian Cox
Drama
Brian Welsh
Pre-Production

TEmbankment Films

Maite Villarino
info@embankmentfilms.com
Market Office: 62 La Croisette Palais D’Orsay
Home Office tel: +44 20 7183 4739

Synopsis:
June 1944. Allied Forces stand on the brink: a million soldiers are secretly assembled on the south coast of Britain,
poised to invade Nazi-occupied Europe. One man stands in their way: Winston Churchill.

City 40
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Samira Goetschel
Completed

TCinephil

Philippa Kowarsky +972 54 496 1114
info@cinephil.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand H8
Home Office tel: +972 3 566 4129

Synopsis:
Deep in the heart of Russia, there is a hidden city where thousands of people live behind barbed-wire fences. They
are told that they are the nuclear shield and saviors of the world and that everyone on the outside is the enemy. It has also become
one of the most contaminated places on earth, and home to Russia’s largest stockpile of fissile materials. This is CITY 40.

City Of Tiny Lights
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Riz Ahmed
Thriller
Peter Travis
Post-Production

TProtagonist Pictures

George Hamilton +33 4 93 39 30 70
info@protagonistpictures.com
Market Office: Grand, Ibis Entr.7th Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000

Synopsis:
A crime thriller and unique portrait of contemporary London. Award-winning director Pete Travis brings us a private
eye who stumbles upon a case that will lead him to revisit his past.

The Climb
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Michael Woodward
Post-Production

TThe Works Int'l

Edrianne Wenger
international@theworksfilmgroup.com
Market Office: Relais De La Reine C12
Home Office tel: +44 20 7612 1080

Synopsis:
Synopsis 11 JULY 2013, 3AM. After months of training, under the cover of darkness six women begin their illegal
ascent of the tallest building in Europe... What spurred them on and what kept them going? Were they prepared to fail, or worse, to
fall? Behind the climbers was a team of tacticians, climbing experts, supporters (and lawyers) who planned and rehearsed with them but ultimately had to let them climb alone. THE CLIMB tells a story of courage, endurance and the power of teamwork.

Counter Measures: Unveiling The Global
Surveillance State
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Richard Schiff, Greg Palast, Zachary Miller
Documentary
Zachary Miller
Pre-Production

T2 Bulls On The Hill Prod.

Zachary James Miller +33 6 40 10 85 38
zacharyjames@hotmail.com
Market Office: Villa La Croix Des Gardes
Home Office tel: +33 1 42 26 10 89

Synopsis:
Director Zachary Miller takes the audience on a journey to a present day heart of darkness, the global surveillance
state.He takes a deep revealing look at the world’s most powerful intelligence agencies, their technology, & the past, present, &
potential problems when too much power goes unchecked.
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Creditors
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Christian McKay, Andrea Deck, Ben Cura, Tom
Bateman, Simon Callow, Ania Sowinski
Comedy
Ben Cura
Completed

TNew Morning Films

Germain Labeille
germain@newmorningfilms.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Marina Club H6
Home Office tel: +33 6 22 17 29 17

Synopsis:
Grant Pierce (Christian McKay) arrives from London into Madrid, Spain, hoping to be given the chance to meet his
favourite painter, American Freddie Lynch (Ben Cura), who is currently staying at a private hotel in an unassuming location outside the
city. As Grant steps into the main building of 'El Madroño', he troublingly finds Lynch a crippled man whom, he soon reveals, has been
unable to actually paint for the better part of a year.
As the two men get to know each other under the watchful eye of one of the owners of the hotel, Michael Redmane (Tom Bateman),
they start to piece together the disturbing picture of Freddie's marriage to beautiful writer Chloe Fleury (Andrea Deck) which harbours
secrets that will reveal much more than Freddie's recent creative emaciation and clearly defined obsession with her ex-husband.
Based on August Strindberg's 1888 play, 'Creditors' is a modern re-telling of Strindberg's story of love, betrayal, revenge and
psychological manipulation, which he considered to be his one true masterpiece.
At times disturbingly funny and cruelly bleak, 'Creditors' deals with the most private aspects of human relationships. From questioning
our concepts of marriage and fidelity, to trying to establish the role of the modern woman in a world still trapping her within the
confines of old fashioned canons, the film's story stirs, moves and sometimes even angrily rebuts our very own personal definitions of
each.

Croak
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

David Thewlis, Craig Roberts, Juliette Lewis, Zoe
Kazan
Comedy
Kevin Thomas
Pre-Production

T13 Films

Ross Marian +1 760 218 1429
mail@13films.net
Market Office: 35 La Croisette – 2nd Fl.
Home Office tel: +1 760 218 1429

Synopsis:
CROAK is a darkly comedic look at the ludicrous quirks of the film industry, which are thrown into sharp relief when
a young actor meets a twisted mortician.

Crooked House
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Christina Hendricks, Max Irons, Elizabeth Debicki
Thriller
Gilles Paquet-Brenner
Pre-Production

TMetro Int'l Ent.

Samuel Hall +44 7527 970 064
sales@metro-films.com
Market Office: 23 Rue Mace 4th Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301

Synopsis:
Based on the novel by Agatha Christie. When a wealthy and ruthless tycoon Aristide Leonides, is poisoned in his
own bed, Detective Charles Hayward is dispatched to solve the crime. He is shocked to discover that one of the key suspects is
Aristide's beautiful granddaughter, his former lover; and must keep a clear head to navigate the sultry Sophia and the rest of her hostile
family.

Cross My Mind
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Sally Hawkins, Jack Lowden
Drama
János Szász
Pre-Production

TFilm Constellation

Fabien Westerhoff +33 9 84 50 14 66
info@filmconstellation.com
Market Office: Grand, Cormoran Entr.21St Fl.1A
Home Office tel: +44 7984 523 163

Synopsis:
A recovering blinded soldier is in the care of a married woman with whom an intense and erotic love is born. But
the clock is ticking, as he is beginning to recover his sight, and the carer is not who the young soldier thinks she is.

Cuban Soul
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

David Soul
Documentary
Greg Atkins
Post-Production

TMC Film Consultants

Mili Cumic +44 7810 520 101
mili@cumic.fsnet.co.uk
Market Office: Int'l Village Czech Pavilion 133
Home Office tel: +44 7810 520 101

Synopsis:
Of the many mysteries swirling around Cuba, there’s one that has captured the imagination of cubaphiles, autoenthusiasts, and dreamers: What happened to Ernest Hemingway’s car? Exactly fifty years after the Nobel-prize-winning author
departed Cuba - his home for 22 years - his long-lost 1955 Chrysler New Yorker convertible has finally been found, derelict and near to
ruin. Cuba’s vast repository of classic American automobiles is synonymous with the surreal and sensual nation, and Hemingway’s
much sought-after vehicle is potentially the most valuable and important of them all.
The story is a fascinating insight into contemporary Cuba - an irresistible yet much-misunderstood Communist island of eccentricity,
eroticism, and enigma, in which Hemingway is considered a national treasure and baseball is the national sport… serving alongside the
beloved Detroit classics - from creaky Cadillac taxis to Chevrolet Impalas with fins sharp enough to draw blood - as ambassadors of an
abiding affection that still binds the two nations together.
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Damascus Cover
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Jonathan Rhys-Meyers, John Hurt, Olivia Thirlby,
Jürgen Prochnow
Thriller
Dan Berk
Completed

TCarnaby Int'l Sales & Dist.

Severah Akhtar +44 7701 349 182
severah@carnabyinternational.com
Market Office: 22 La Croisette 23 Rue Mace
Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0185

Synopsis:
A veteran spy is sent undercover in Syria to smuggle a chemical weapons scientist out of Damascus. Within days of
arriving he realizes he’s being followed, his partner doesn't show, and a group of men are trying to kill him. It’s not long before his
routine mission unravels revealing a string of murderous conspirators. Marked for death and caught in a maddening puzzle, he must
race for survival.

Dance Angels
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

George Lazenby, Julia Marie Franzese
Musical
James Black
Post-Production

TMoonrise Pictures

Mar Abadin +34 666 517 281
colette@moonrisepictures.eu
Market Office: 23 Rue Bivouac Napoleon
Home Office tel: +34 918 326 550

Synopsis:
DANCE ANGELS is a feel-good dance musical filmed in stunning locations around the picturesque coastal city of
Alicante,Spain. The story is centered around a couple of young dancers and their friends who take on a 48 hour dance challenge to save
the yacht of a local much loved Captain. The story is full of humor with colorful and quirky characters, accompanied by great dance
scenes and the best of music soundtracks by leading American composers/writers.

Dancer
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Sergei Polunin
Documentary
Steven Cantor
Completed

TWestEnd Films

Neta Rena Mor +33 4 93 30 00 19
info@westendfilms.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, Entr. C
Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300

Synopsis:
Blessed with astonishing power and poise, Sergei Polunin took the dance world by storm and became the Royal
ballet’s youngest ever principal.
At the peak of his success, aged 25, he walked away, driven to the brink of self-destruction by stardom - his talent more a burden than
a gift.
Here is an unprecedented look into the life of a complex young man who has made ballet go viral. Urban rebel, iconoclast, airborne
angel, Sergei is transforming the shape of ballet as we know it. But virtuosity comes with a high price. How can you be free to be
yourself when you are ballet’s ‘hottest property’?

The Daniel Connection
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Caroline Goodall, Gray O'Brien, Robert Yates
Science-fiction
Stewart Menelaws
Completed

TCalifornia Pictures

Monique Nayard +33 6 60 69 12 82
info@californiapicturesinc.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand C7
Home Office tel: +1 323 956 2014

Synopsis:
After an increase in UFO sightings, a troubled detective joins forces with a feisty young radio presenter when she
uncovers the disturbing truth of why people are suddenly disappearing all over the world.
Is a new world order government behind this? If so, can they be stopped or is it already too late?
Starring Caroline Goodall (The Cold Light of Day, The Princess Diaries, Schindler's List), Gray O’Brien (Titanic - Blood & Steel, The Queen,
Coronation Street) and introducing Morgan Carberry.

Daphne
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Emily Beecham, Geraldine James
Drama
Peter Mackie Burns
Post-Production

TThe Bureau Sales/Le Bureau

Emmanuelle Le Courtois +33 6 68 11 41 00
info@lebureaufilms.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand J8
Home Office tel: +33 1 40 33 33 80

Synopsis:
Hectic days and late nights. Londoner Daphne is caught up in the daily rush of her restaurant job, and a nightlife
kaleidoscope of new faces. She is strong, funny, and acerbic but deep down she is not happy. Stuck in a rut, she can’t move forward.
When she saves the life of a shop keeper, stabbed in a failed robbery, the impenetrable armor she wears to protect herself begins to
crack and Daphne is forced to fight against the inevitability of a much needed change in her life.
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The Dark Return Of Time
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Crime

Pre-Production

TAdler & Associates Ent.

Marie Adler +31 068 435 45
info@adlersproductions.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand K3
Home Office tel: +1 310 684 3545

Synopsis:
Flavian Bennett is trying to leave his troubled past behind when he goes to work in his father's British bookshop in
Paris. Soon after he arrives he witnesses a violent crime in which a mysterious customer, Reginald Hopper, may be implicated. Hopper
involves Flavian in his search for The Dark Return of Time, a rare and strange book which he thinks will provide the key to unlock his
past. Also involved is Candy Smith -- a young woman who knew Hopper in his earlier life in England. She asks Flavian to help in her
quest to expose Hopper as the villain she believes him to be. In this mystery thriller based on the book by R.B. Russell, the futures - and
pasts - of these three characters collide in an explosive and shocking denouement

Dark Show
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:
Synopsis:

Joanne McCallin, Malcolm Conrath, Matthew
Mellalieu, Tony Simonneau
Horror
Olivier Parthonnaud
Completed
A TV reality show turns into a nightmare.

Dartmoor Killing (AKA One Fatal Weekend)
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Gemma-Leah Devereux, Rebecca Night, David
Hayman, Callum Blue
Thriller
Peter Nicholson
Completed

TDark Show Limited

Hugo Parthonnaud +33 6 70 58 54 81
hugoparthonnaud@gmail.com
Market Office: Int'l Village Europe Pavilion 121
Home Office tel: +44 7985 251 762

TPeter Nicholson Films

Peter Nicholson
peter@peternicholsonfilms.com
Home Office tel: +44 7711 423 791

Synopsis:
Susan, outwardly confident and Becky, more fragile and shy, both in their late twenties, are inseparable friends. But
both women have secrets they have not shared, some recent, some long past and deeply buried.
When, on a weekend trip to Dartmoor, they encounter the charismatic Chris, they are led into a web of mind games, sexual deceit and
betrayal. As Becky’s traumatic involvement in Chris’ own damaged past is slowly revealed, a psychological journey swiftly becomes a
fight for survival.

Demon Baby
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TITN Dist.

Carina Birrell, Bhasker Patel, David Wayman,
Cameron Jack
Horror
Corrie Greenop
Completed

Stuart Alson +1 702 882 6926
stuart@itnDist..com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand E11
Home Office tel: +1 702 882 6926

Rachel Weisz, Tom Wilkinson, Timothy Spall
True Story
Mick Jackson
Post-Production

Carla Quarto di Palo +44 7827 948675
office@cornerstonefilm.com
Market Office: 54-55 La Croisette 2nd Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 3457 7257

Synopsis:
What do you do when your biggest fear is inside you? Theo and his pregnant fiance Rose are a young couple setting
out on a camper van holiday in the remote Scottish Highlands when ghostly apparitions begin to possess Rose and her unborn child.

Denial

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TCornerstone Films

Synopsis:
History itself is put on the stand when infamous British Holocaust denier David Irving drags American professor
Deborah Lipstadt into a tense legal battle over whether the Holocaust actually happened.
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Departure
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Juliet Stevenson, Alex Lawther, Phénix Brossard,
Finbar Lynch
Drama
Andrew Steggall
Completed

TMongrel Int'l

Chantal Chateauneuf +1 514 912 8983
international@mongrelmedia.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand L12
Home Office tel: +1 416 516 9775

Synopsis:
An English mother and her teenage son spend a week packing up the contents of their remote holiday house in the
South of France. Fifteen-year-old Elliot struggles with his dawning sexuality and an increasing alienation from his mother, Beatrice. She
in turn is confronted by the realization that her marriage to his father, Philip, has grown loveless and the life she knows is coming to an
end. When an enigmatic local teenager, Clément, quietly enters their lives, both mother and son are compelled to confront their
desires and, finally, each other.
DEPARTURE is an intimate story beginning at dawn on the first day and ending at night on the sixth, charting the end of a summer, the
end of a childhood and the end of an otherwise nuclear, middle class family.

Detour
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Thriller
Chris Smith
Completed

TBankside Films

Jake Riley-Hunte +33 4 93 39 73 43
films@bankside-films.com
Market Office: 55 La Croisette 6th Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 20 7636 6085

Synopsis:
Law student and all round good guy, Harper, suspects that his scheming step-father, Vincent, is responsible for the
car crash that sent his mother into a coma. Drowning his sorrows one evening in a seedy L.A whiskey bar, Harper is interrupted by a
tough looking redneck called Johnny Ray who offers to "take care" of his step-dad for the cool sum of US$20,000. Angry, intent on
revenge and fuelled by alcohol, Harper agrees to the deal and spends the rest of his evening downing shots with Johnny Ray.
The next morning, Harper awakes to the mother of all hangovers with hazy memory of the previous night's events. Answering a knock
at the front door, he is surprised to find Johnny Ray and his beautiful but distant girlfriend, Cherry, ready and waiting to drive to Vegas
to kill Vincent. Harper's claims that he was drunk and didn't know what he was doing mean nothing to Johnny Ray who is more
threatening than ever in the cold light of day. Harper quickly realises that there is no easy way out; if he wants to survive this, he has no
choice but to go along with the plan.
What follows is a tense and deftly constructed noir thriller in which Harper's story takes an unexpected detour, presenting the
audience with two alternate versions of events with two very different outcomes. Did Harper really want to kill his step father and
which road did he actually take?

The Devil's Forest
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Maria Simona Arsu, Patrick Sebastian Negrean,
Marius Dan Munteanu
Horror
Mark Evans
Completed

TITN Dist.

Stuart Alson +1 702 882 6926
stuart@itnDist..com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand E10
Home Office tel: +1 702 882 6926

Synopsis:
Based on true events. Filmmakers travel to Transylvania to document the world's most haunted Baciu forest which
has a dark history of strange occurrences, ghost sightings and countless cases of missing people.

Don't Knock Twice
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Katee Sackhoff, Lucy Boynton, Nick Moran
Horror
Caradog James
Completed

TContent Media Corp

Kevin Adege +1 310 576 1059
london@contentmediacorp.com
Market Office: 6 Rue Florian Off Rue Cdt Andre
Home Office tel: +44 20 7851 6500

Synopsis:
‘Candyman’ meets ‘The Ring’ in DON’T KNOCK TWICE, a psychologically terrifying, twisted urban legend that will
have you clinging to the edge of your seat for dear life.

A Dozen Summers
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Sarah Warren, Colin Baker, Ewen Macintosh, Scarlet
Hall, Hero Hall
Family
Kenton Hall
Completed

TNew Gold Group

Serena Lastrucci +39 331 7032077
newgoldgroup@gmail.com
Market Office: Majestic Italian Pavillon
Home Office tel: +39 34 8765 0618

Synopsis:
Maisie and Daisy McCormack are two ordinary 12-year-olds finding their way through life in the 21st century. Oh,
and they may have just hijacked a movie.
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Dreams Rewired
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Manu Luksch
Completed

TAmour Fou Vienna

Alexander Dumreicher Ivanceanu
vienna@amourfoufilm.com
Home Office tel: +43 1 994 991 10

Synopsis:
DREAMS REWIRED traces the desires and anxieties of today’s hyper-connected world back more than a hundred
years, when telephone, film and television were new. As revolutionary then as contemporary social media is today, early electric media
sparked a fervent utopianism in the public imagination – promising total communication, the annihilation of distance, and an end to
war. But then - as now - there were fears over the erosion of privacy, security, morality. Using rare - and often unseen - archival
material from nearly 200 films to articulate the present, DREAMS REWIRED reveals a history of hopes and betrayals.

Dressed As A Girl
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Amber Waze, Jonny Woo, John Sizzle, Julie Hole, Pia
Arber
LGBT
Colin Rothbart
Completed

TChrysaor Prod.

Chris Amos +44 7879 816 369
chris@chrysaorproductions.com
Home Office tel: +44 20 7405 6616

Synopsis:
London’s alternative East End drag phenomenon gets its moment in this fabulous account of six years in the lives of
its most celebrated performers. See Jonny Woo, John Sizzle, Holestar, Scottee, Amber, Pia and Ma Butcher dazzle, surprise and outrage
audiences with their antics on-stage and behind the scenes. There is enough eye make-up and sequins on display to sink a battleship,
but at the heart of this surprisingly intimate portrait is the dark side of their lives. The relentless quest for glamorous originality often
comes at a personal cost. The film is both a record of a fascinating style of hyper-costumed performance and an insight into the fragile
personal lives of these artists. This is truly the frockumentary of the year.

Earth Beneath My Feet
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:
Synopsis:

Eat Local
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TSola Lupa Prod.

Jackson New, Ella Jane New, Elaine Claxton, Amanda
Wright, Kevin Taylor
Drama
Stella Goulart
Completed

Ella Jane New +44 7852 716 229
ellajanenew@gmail.com
Home Office tel: +1 646 701 2822

Charlie Cox, Mackenzie Crook, Dexter Fletcher, Ruth
Jones, Tony Curran, Freema Agyeman, Eve Myles,
Vincent Regan, Annette Crosbie, Billy Cook
Thriller
Jason Flemyng
Post-Production

Edoardo Bussi +44 7903 317 408
edoardo@gfmfilms.co.uk
Market Office: Grand 10th Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300

A woman living in the depths of a Cornish valley has her solitude disrupted by a traveller on her way to Lands End.

TGFM Evolution

Synopsis:
In a quiet country farmhouse, Britain's vampires gather for their once-ever-fifty-years meeting.
Others will be joining them too: unwitting Essex boy Sebastian Crockett, whose promise of a night of passion with ravishing cougar
Vanessa quickly turns into a fight for survival after she decides to introduce him to some of her friends...the coven of hungry vampires.
As if Sebastian's night couldn't get any worse, a heavily armed band of mercenary vampire hunters led by the steadfast Captain
Bingham, crashes the party - and much like the vampires, they're out for blood.
It's going to be a night to remember.

Emergence
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Science-fiction
André Øvredal
Pre-Production

TXYZ Films

Scott Freije +1 317 752 6089
info@xyzfilms.com
Home Office tel: +1 310 956 1550

Synopsis:
On Saturn’s moon, Rhea, a small group of miners and scientists try to escape a rapidly terraforming organism that threatens to kill
them all.
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Ethel & Ernest
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Jim Broadbent, Brenda Bleythn, Luke Treadaway
Animation
Roger Mainwood
Post-Production

TThe Little Film Company

Elie Mechoulam +44 7710 305 326
info@thelittlefilmcompany.com
Market Office: Grand, Bengali Entr.- Apt. 2D
Home Office tel: +1 818 762 6999

Synopsis:
Ernest and Ethel meet in 1928. In short order they are married, holders of a mortgage, and parents of a boy--solid
members of the English working class experiencing the Depression, World War II, postwar prosperity and cultural upheaval. They worry
about their adored child constantly, especially after he goes to art school. At the heart of the film is a love story, deeply moving and
very funny. Plain words and plain people strike a universal chord in Raymond Briggs's loving tribute to his parents.

Extrasensory
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Science-fiction
Lesley Manning
Pre-Production

TThe Little Film Company

Elie Mechoulam +44 7710 305 326
info@thelittlefilmcompany.com
Market Office: Grand, Bengali Entr.- Apt. 2D
Home Office tel: +1 818 762 6999

Synopsis:
Russia 1988. The crumbling years of the soviet period. Star City. Hub of the Russian space research. Telepathic twin
brothers are chosen for a secret experiment to test ESP. Peter is isolated in a remote military station whilst Viktor is launched into
space. The twins become mentally and emotionally close, until Peter intuits a dark secret his brother has kept from him. He abandons
the mission, returning to his farm. Alone in space, Viktor encounters a 'slingshot effect', which leaves him drifting in deepest space out
of contact with mission control and facing death. Peter races back to be with his brother. As Viktor drifts further into space, with light
years between them, the brothers heal their bitterness and again become one.

Faction II
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Science-fiction

Pre-Production

TAt The Helm Prod.

Lisa Munsterhjelm +1 416 316 2749
lisamunsterhjelm@atthehelmproductions.com
Market Office: Int'l Village Canada Pavilion 124
Home Office tel: +1 416 316 2749

Synopsis:
What if there was no such thing as fate? What if it was all planned for us? Would you fight for your future? This is a
story of a group that does. It's a story of the Human Race.
Helena was born into a cursed family, however, she is blessed with a gift that can reverse it. She crosses paths with two strangers who
start her on a journey of reversing the curse and it leads her to immense good but profound evil.
Set in the future, in a region once known as Bavaria, two ancient monarchies are feuding for control over the land, power, and
resources. Water is scarce, and is now bought and sold as a commodity. Most have perished. The stakes are so low that survival is a
daily struggle. In some ways, humankind has evolved but in others it has also degenerated. In order to save the future, they must visit
the past.
The strangers possess an old quatrain which reveals the future is more than fate and that life is not just chance. Their plight to stop the
degeneration where gold, water, and human lives serve as commodities that control society culminates to a prophetic battle which
may lead to not only her death but to that of humankind.

Factory Farm
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Sam Douglas, Keith Dunphy, Carol Harrison
Horror
Tim Pickett Pickett
Pre-Production

TMC Film Consultants

Mili Cumic +44 7810 520 101
mili@cumic.fsnet.co.uk
Market Office: Int'l Village Czech Pavilion 133
Home Office tel: +44 7810 520 101

Synopsis:
Under the cloak of darkness a group of animal rights activists break into the Smithfield Farm to film the inhumane
way the pigs are processed on the farm. However they are not prepared for the horrors they find, let alone the psychotic Smithfield’s
being there!
The Smithfields are not a family who take kindly to intruders and the mistreatment of the animals quickly becomes the least of the
activists’ fears.
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First Born
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Antonia Thomas, Luke Norris, Eileen Davies,
Jonathan Hyde
Horror
Nirpal Bhogal
Completed

TMetrodome Int'l

Caroline Couret Delegue +33 6 82 28 14 30
info@metrodomeinternational.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G5
Home Office tel: +44 20 7517 7550

Synopsis:
Charlie and James are in love. They're just starting out their lives together with no responsibilities when Charlie
discovers she is pregnant. In a moment of youthful abandon they decide to keep the baby.
Into their world comes Thea - a beautiful little girl, a goddess, the perfect addition to their newly-formed family. But it soon becomes
clear that her arrival has brought with it things that are beyond their understanding. Thea is a bright shining beacon who is attracting
the supernatural entities that exist all around towards her - and into their lives. Reluctantly, they enlist the help of James' estranged
father, Alastair, a dilapidated amateur spiritualist. Charlie and James begin to realise they must dedicate themselves to keeping their
daughter safe.
As Thea grows into a young girl, the once playful entities that crowd around her become increasingly violent, vying for her attention
and threatening her innocence. With Alistair out of his depth, he turns to Elizabeth, an occult practitioner of great power who teaches
Thea to control, rather than be afraid of, the dark forces around her. But Charlie sees her daughter is changing; Thea’s newfound
confidence unleashes something far more malevolent and terrifying than they have ever encountered.

The Flood
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Thriller
Anthony Woodley
Pre-Production

TMegatopia Films

Luke Healy +1 310 804 7476
luke@megatopiafilms.com
Home Office tel: +44 7956 847 959

Synopsis:
The film follows one man’s journey to England to find his missing son. He must brave the Mediterranean crossing,
survive nights in the Calais “Jungle” and negotiate the criminal underworld of human traffickers, who have little regard for human life.
Then he must find a way into the back of a lorry,

Florence Foster Jenkins
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Hugh Grant, Meryl Streep
Drama
Stephen Frears
Production

TPathe Int'l

Themba Bhebhe +33 1 71 72 33 05
sales@patheinternational.com
Market Office: Grand, Ibis Entr.- Apartment 4A/E
Home Office tel: +44 20 7323 5151

Synopsis:
The true story of Florence Foster Jenkins (Meryl Streep), the legendary New York heiress and socialite who
obsessively pursued her dream of becoming a great opera singer. The voice she heard in her head was beautiful, but to everyone else it
was hilariously awful. Her “husband” and manager, St Clair Bayfield (Hugh Grant) an aristocratic English actor, was determined to
protect his beloved Florence from the truth.
But when Florence decided to give a public concert at Carnegie Hall in 1944, St Clair knew he faced his greatest challenge.

Flush

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Romance
Joseph Fiennes
Pre-Production

TThe Little Film Company

Elie Mechoulam +44 7710 305 326
info@thelittlefilmcompany.com
Market Office: Grand, Bengali Entr.- Apt. 2D
Home Office tel: +1 818 762 6999

Synopsis:
Elizabeth Barrett is a famous, reclusive poetess, trapped in her “ivory tower” by a possessive, domineering father.
Another young poet, Robert Browning, has fallen in love with Elizabeth’s poetry and is always begging to meet her in person. When a
trembling Elizabeth finally agrees, the sparks of passion ignite a secret romance, much to the annoyance of her beloved companion—a
cocker spaniel named Flush. Knowing her father will never let her go, Elizabeth and Robert elope and escape to beautiful sunny Italy.
Meanwhile, a jealous Flush plots furiously against the man who has stolen Elizabeth’s heart.

The Forgiven
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Forrest Whitaker, Vince Vaughn
Drama
Roland Joffe
Pre-Production

T13 Films

Ross Marian +1 760 218 1429
mail@13films.net
Market Office: 35 La Croisette – 2nd Fl.
Home Office tel: +1 760 218 1429

Synopsis:
Archbishop Desmond Tutu finds himself morally challenged when he meets with a brutal murderer seeking
redemption during post-apartheid South Africa.
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The Four Warriors
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Christopher Dane, Kristian Nairn
Epic
Phil Hawkins
Completed

TMetrodome Int'l

Caroline Couret Delegue +33 6 82 28 14 30
info@metrodomeinternational.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G5
Home Office tel: +44 20 7517 7550

Synopsis:
Travelling home from The Crusades, four battle-weary soldiers discover a village gripped by dread. The men and
children have all been abducted by unseen predators and the grieving villagers are living in fear of further attack. They tell of an ancient
demon at work, intent on bringing total darkness upon the world.
Although desperate to return to their own homes, the soldiers agree to help and set out on a mission to rescue the missing loved ones,
thinking they must have been taken by slave traders. Heading into the mountains, they gradually learn the full extent of the prophecy
and the importance of their epic quest. Drawing on all their strength and bravery they battle their way deep into the menacing caves to
save the bewitched villagers and face the ultimate fight to prevent the triumph of evil over the world. Will they succeed in their last
crusade?

Freak Of Nurture
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

T7 & 7 Producers' Sales Service

Anna Popplewell, Jack Derges, Danny Szam
Thriller
John Hales
Completed

Maura Ford
info@7and7.co.uk
Market Office: Members Club Plage Royale
Home Office tel: +44 7814 681 335

Armie Hammer, Cillian Murphy, Brie Larson
Thriller
Ben Wheatley
Post-Production

George Hamilton +33 4 93 39 30 70
info@protagonistpictures.com
Market Office: Grand, Ibis Entr.7th Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000

Synopsis:
A spirited but wayward group of youths loaded up with drugs set out in a borrowed Black Cab to attend an epic
music festival weekend. Tragedy strikes down a country lane when they accidentally run over a young nurse riding her bicycle.
Distraught and still high on drugs, the lads panic when they see the body lying in the road. An argument breaks about what to do with
the severely injured girl and how the police would react to what they had done. The debate is brought to a swift and brutal end by one
of the lads already on his ‘second strike’ with the law who attempts to seal the girl’s fate with a swift kick to the head. Events spiral out
of control as the nightmare takes hold of their senses.
Returning to their regular lives, the lads’ collective guilt for what happened that day looms over them; as one by one each of them is
lured to a terrifying death grislier than the last. With the police seemingly powerless to help, retribution comes calling for the guilty and
the lads discover there is no such thing as an innocent party.

Free Fire
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TProtagonist Pictures

Synopsis:
What should be a routine arms deal in a warehouse goes spectacularly wrong in an explosive gunfight. When the
smoke clears, a handful of survivors fight for their lives.

Gangland
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Terry Stone, Sam Strike, Josh Meyers
Action/Adventure
Greg Hall
Completed

TGFM Evolution

Edoardo Bussi +44 7903 317 408
edoardo@gfmfilms.co.uk
Market Office: Grand 10th Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300

Synopsis:
In the aftermath of the iconic Essex Boys Range Rover killings, a group of younger, flashier criminals emerge to fill
the power vacuum.
Their ambition is fuelled by ego, greed and a lust for power that not only tears their friendship apart, but ends in tragedy and injustice.

Gary Numan: Android In La La Land
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Steve Read
Completed

TFandango

Rafaella di Giulio +39 347 524 8172
fandango@fandango.it
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand C1
Home Office tel: +39 06 8521 8155

Synopsis:
At the end of the 1970s a nervy young musician topped the music charts... He quickly became one of the most
famous men on the planet... Three decades of groundbreaking and hugely influential music would follow...Then six long years of
silence...Until now.
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Gateway 6
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Rhys Ifans, Ed Skrein, Sofia Boutella
Science-fiction
Tanel Toom
Pre-Production

TAltitude Film Sales

Charlie Kemball +33 4 93 99 20 61
info@altitudefilment.com
Market Office: Grand, Le Dauphin Entr.2nd Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612

Synopsis:
Earth in the not too distant future…. Overwhelming tides and floods have swept the planet, obliterating all human
civilisation barring two decimated continents. Billions die during the mass migration to higher land.
Between the continents, one lone station stands guard – Gateway 6. Four soldiers are stationed in this remote military outpost,
surrounded by an endless ocean thousands of miles from home. They are the last bastion, defending their homeland from an invasion
by an enemy they have never seen, monitoring for signs of attack and prepared to sacrifice themselves by detonating their nuclear
device should an enemy fleet appear.
But their tour of duty ended 3 months ago. The relief crew still hasn’t shown up. Alone and uncertain as to what fate awaits them, the
simmering tension amongst the crew only escalates when a mysterious boat drifts into range –is it the help they have been waiting so
long for, or something far more sinister?

The Gathering
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Simon Pegg
Horror
Jon Keeyes
Pre-Production

T4Square Films

Billy Hurman
billyhurman@4sqf.com
Market Office: Grand, Albatros Entr. 3rd Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 7956 578 093

Synopsis:
All Hallows Eve: The Devil has gathered together horrors top scribes: Edgar Allan Poe, Bram Stoker, H.P. Lovecraft &
Mary Shelley. As the four insult each other, The Devil arrives and demands that ‘each must tell him their scariest story’ to win the
night's top prize - escape from Purgatory!

The Genius
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Abhinay Vaddi, Ms Bhamaa, Kevin McGowan
Historical
Mr. Gnanarajasekaran
Completed

THouse Of Film

Teresa Vandre +33 7 87 89 04 80
info@houseoffilm.net
Market Office: Palais -1 Stand 21.01
Home Office tel: +1 310 777 0237

Synopsis:
The Triumph of the Human Spirit - The Genius is an epic biographical drama that presents the inspirational life of
mathematical prodigy Ramanujan.
This stunningly photographed film chronicles one man’s struggle towards greatness through a challenging journey from the temple
towns of India across the oceans in search of his destiny. Through sheer perseverance and unshakable belief, poverty-stricken
Ramanujan went on to became a Fellow at Trinity College, Cambridge and a Fellow of the prestigious Royal Society at London.
This gripping story of an extraordinary mind is set in early 20th century British India and in England.
If you liked “Ghandi” and “A Beautiful Mind”, The Genius is the movie for you.

Get Back
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Roger Appleton
Completed

TEvolutionary Films

Ross Boyask +44 7896 722 778
info@evolutionaryfilms.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand F14
Home Office tel: +44 20 8215 3340

Synopsis:
The untold story of Liverpool, the city that rocked the world. This vibrant feature length music documentary tells
the story of Liverpool music from the post war years to the present day. The film puts into context the musical outpourings of nearly 60
years of world conquering music and the hundreds of bands who have contributed to a musical scene that produced the world’s
greatest band – The Beatles.

Ghost Stories
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Andy Nyman, Martin Freeman, George Mackay
Thriller
Jeremy Dyson
Pre-Production

TAltitude Film Sales

Charlie Kemball +33 4 93 99 20 61
info@altitudefilment.com
Market Office: Grand, Le Dauphin Entr.2nd Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612

Synopsis:
Phillip Goodman, professor of psychology, arch-sceptic, the one-man ‘belief buster’ – has his rationality tested to
the hilt when he receives a letter apparently from beyond the grave. His mentor Charles Cameron, the ‘original’ TV parapsychologist
went missing fifteen years before, presumed dead and yet now he writes to Goodman saying that the pair must meet. Cameron, it
seems, is still very much alive. And he needs Goodman to find a rational explanation for three stories that have shaken Cameron to his
core. As Goodman investigates, he meets three haunted people, each with a tale more frightening, uncanny and inexplicable than the
last. Goodman’s carefully maintained rational world starts to dissolve around him - a trick of the mind or are darker forces at work?
Gradually Goodman is pulled towards the unearthing of a long-buried secret, concealed in his own deepest darkest past and on the
other side of that, a hidden truth more terrifying still, that will pull his life - and everything that’s gone before - apart.
Welcome to the unforgettable world of GHOST STORIES.
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The Girl With All The Gifts
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Gemma Arterton, Paddy Considine, Glenn Close,
Sennia Nanua
Science-fiction
Colm Mccarthy
Completed

TAltitude Film Sales

Charlie Kemball +33 4 93 99 20 61
info@altitudefilment.com
Market Office: Grand, Le Dauphin Entr.2nd Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612

Synopsis:
The near future; humanity has been all but destroyed by a mutated fungal disease that eradicates free will and
turns its victims into flesh-eating “hungries". Only a small group of children seem immune to its effects.
At an army base in rural England, this group of unique children are being studied, subjected to cruel experiments by biologist Dr.
Caldwell. Despite having been infected with the zombie pathogen that has decimated the world, these children retain normal thoughts
and emotions. And while still being subject to the craving for human flesh that marks the disease these second-generation “hungries”
are able to think and feel making them a vital resource in the search for a cure.
The children attend school lessons daily, guarded by the ever watchful Sergeant Parks. But one little girl, Melanie, stands out from the
rest. Melanie is special. She excels in the classroom, is inquisitive, imaginative and loves her favourite teacher Miss Justineau.
When the base falls, Melanie escapes along with Miss Justineau, Sergeant Parks and Dr. Caldwell. Against the backdrop of a blighted
Britain, Melanie must discover what she is and ultimately decide both her own future and that of the human race.

Glow

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Synopsis:
years ago.

Drama
Lee Burgess
Development

A young woman in a strong Welsh Mining community is haunted by her family connection to a tragic disaster 100

Gods Lions: The Secret Chapel
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TSilver Light

David Marlow +44 7785 373 306
mail@silverlightmedia.com
Home Office tel: +44 186 525 0400

Action/Adventure
Vic Armstrong
Pre-Production

TPark Ent.

Paul Howell +44 7775 612 651
sales@parkentertainment.com
Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 7250

Synopsis:
GODS LION’S - THE SECRET CHAPEL is an action adventure culminating in an epic showdown of supernatural good
versus evil, swathed in the secretive and mysterious practices of The Vatican. Based on the book by best selling author John Lyman

Golden Years
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Bernard Hill, Alun Armstrong, Una Stubbs, Phil Davis,
Ellen Thomas, Sue Johnston, Simon Callow
Comedy
John Miller
Completed

TContent Media Corp

Kevin Adege +1 310 576 1059
london@contentmediacorp.com
Market Office: 6 Rue Florian Off Rue Cdt Andre
Home Office tel: +44 20 7851 6500

Synopsis:
THEIR FUTURES WERE STOLEN BY THE BANKS. NOW THEY’RE STEALING THEM BACK!
Having fallen foul of the pension crisis after 50 years of law-abiding, tax-paying citizenship, retired couple Martha (Virginia McKenna)
and Arthur (Bernard Hill) are forced into an unexpected life of crime in this star-studded British comedy heist caper.
Martha and Arthur refuse to accept this rip-off. The plan is simple – the financial industry has stolen their hard-earned pensions, so
they’re going to steal them back, at the same time helping friends who are down-on their-luck, and saving their social club from
destruction.
Towing their Caravan behind their trusty Rover, they map out a crime route around England - that just happens to take in a host of
beautiful old stately homes along the way. As they bumble their way through a succession of bank robberies, dressed in masks and
armed with cucumbers as guns, this unlikely criminal duo feel a new surge of life running through their veins as the cash piles in!
But, with the police hot on their tails, and the auction of their beloved club looming, our grey-haired heroes persuade their closest
friends to join them in an attempt to pull off the heist of the century!

Golos: Ukrainian Voices
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Dolya Gavanski
Documentary
Dolya Gavanski
Completed

TMC Film Consultants

Mili Cumic +44 7810 520 101
mili@cumic.fsnet.co.uk
Market Office: Int'l Village Czech Pavilion 133
Home Office tel: +44 7810 520 101

Synopsis:
A compelling and moving documentary about Ukraine today which provides a platform for ordinary people of all
ages to express their response to war from the cacophony of political voices and mass media.
Filmed across four cities, the film takes us straight to the hearts of its citizens.
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A Good Day To Die
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Jason P. Howe, Roger Arnold, Seamus Conlan, Eros
Hoagland, Hector Emanuel, Matthew Fearn, Thomas
Harding, Karen Marón, Tim Page, Catherine Philp,
Jerome Starkey, AJ Vickers
Documentary
Harold Monfils
Completed

TMonfils Pictures

Harold Monfils +601 2282 2008
monfils@monfilspictures.com
Home Office tel: +601 2282 2008

Synopsis:
Hoka Hey', 5 years in the making, is the story of a man's bravery to cover the world at war, and what it takes to get
images published for the world to see. This is Jason P. Howe’s story of survival and change. He went down the rabbit hole, and we don’t
know if he has fully come back out.

The Green Fairy
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Roddy Piper, Ashley Laurence, Manu Intiraymi, Linda
Blair, Richard Grieco
Fantasy
Dan Frank
Completed

TUpward Rising Development

Dan Celestina
dfrank@upwardrising.com
Home Office tel: +1 310 383 2076

Synopsis:
For almost 300 years, absinthe known as a dangerous drink. It has been blamed for driving Vincent van Gogh
(Trevor Snarr), Oscar Wilde (Roddy Piper) insane, and for the murder of Mrs. Lanfray (Linda Blair) which led to the ban that lasted 95
years. It's time to tell the true story behind these crimes and crazy myths.

Hampstead
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Diane Keaton, Brendan Gleeson
Social issues
Joel Hopkins
Pre-Production

TCornerstone Films

Carla Quarto di Palo +44 7827 948675
office@cornerstonefilm.com
Market Office: 54-55 La Croisette 2nd Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 3457 7257

Synopsis:
Hampstead Village, London. Famous for its beautiful and much-loved Heath – a piece of quiet countryside in a vast
metropolis. Living on the edge of the Heath is American widow, Emily Walters (Diane Keaton), who can’t quite focus on the things that
need attention, like her lovely old apartment, her finances and even her son. Despite encouragement from her close friend Fiona, she
doesn’t want to admit that she’s drifting through life without much thought to her future. One day while looking out across the Heath
from her attic window, Emily spies a ramshackle hut, which appears to be inhabited by an unkempt man. She witnesses him being
attacked by a group of professional thugs. Shocked, she calls the police and watches, through her binoculars, as help arrives. The next
day she ventures into the woods in search of the man.
Donald Horner (Brendan Gleeson) has lived quietly and harmoniously on the edge of the Heath for 17 years but now his lifestyle is
under threat - his home is the target of property developers who’ve started using heavy-handed tactics to remove him. When Emily
introduces herself, he is naturally suspicious and politely thanks her but rebuffs her attention. Despite his gruff exterior, there is
something gentle and alluring about Donald and when Emily discovers that Fiona is leading a community initiative in support of the
developers, she bravely steps up to take Donald’s side in the escalating battle, determined to defend the emotional and physical
livelihood of this quiet but unusual man - who has grown to trust her and who - despite his situation, just might be the man to sweep
her off her feet.
Inspired by a true story, Hampstead is a charming and funny life-affirming tale about how love can be found in the most unexpected
places and proves once and for all that age is no barrier to second chances.

Hating Peter Tatchell
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Chris Amos
Development

TChrysaor Prod.

Chris Amos +44 7879 816 369
chris@chrysaorproductions.com
Home Office tel: +44 20 7405 6616

Synopsis:
Filmmaker Chris Amos seeks out to find out why the UK's leading human right activist Peter Tatchell was for decades a public hate
figure and is still today targeted with hate campaigns and smears by the far right and far left.
Over the past decade, Peter has gone from being one of the most despised public figures in Britain to one of the most loved. Despite
this, there are still those who oppose him.
Hating Peter Tatchell charts his 50 years of human rights activism and the immense personal price he has paid: violent assaults, hate
mail and death threats.
This film documents his triumphs and tribulations, which have impacted British politics and the politics of other countries including
Russia, Zimbabwe and South Africa. It includes challenges to, and encounters with, Tony Blair, Robert Mugabe, Mike Tyson, the African
National Congress leadership and successive Archbishops of Canterbury.
This is the true story of overcoming adversity and of incredible personal achievement: how one man can bring marginal human rights
issues into the mainstream to create change.
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Hatton Garden Heist
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Crime

Pre-Production

TMetrodome Int'l

Caroline Couret Delegue +33 6 82 28 14 30
info@metrodomeinternational.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G5
Home Office tel: +44 20 7517 7550

Synopsis:
April 2015: Britain’s most high security safe deposit vault is hit; a meticulously planned, multi million pound job that
nets the criminals a fortune in cash, jewellery and bonds. The worldwide media waits for a breakthrough on the case with baited breath
concocting multiple theories about who was responsible: a crack team of international criminals? Ex- Mercenaries? The Mafia?
Contortionists? Within a few short weeks news breaks that the police had arrested a group of pensioners, retired criminals with a
combined age of 483. The least crack team imaginable. But, somehow, with no weapons and no violence, they had pulled off the
unthinkable. The media dubs them ‘The Bad Grandads’, washed-up, career criminals who had been undone by the proverbial “one last
job”. A final heist to set themselves and their families up for whatever life they had left. But behind the sensational headlines, a darker
story emerges. Rumours throughout the criminal community are that a solitary safety box was the actual target inside the vault. A box
containing evidence incriminating a major UK crime family. Just weeks later, a suspect is shot dead at his home by unknown assailants.
The press dub the whole affair ‘a Gentleman’s crime’, and the world views it with a mixture of reverence and dismay. Yet the story is
far from over. With one mystery assailant still at large, and speculation rife within the underworld , The Hatton Garden Job isn’t quite
ready to give up all of its secrets.

Hedda Gabler
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Rita Ramnani, David R. Butler, Francisco Ortiz,
Samantha Hunt, Jon-Paul Gates
Drama
Matthew John
Completed

TVision Films

Adam Wright +1 818 331 0990
adam@visionfilms.net
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand J3
Home Office tel: +1 818 784 1702

Synopsis:
Ambition and jealousy collide in this visually stunning adaptation of Henrik Ibsen’s timeless masterpiece. Shortly
after socialite Hedda Gabler, newlywed to a protegé scholar Jørgen Tesman, returns from their honeymoon, she finds herself pregnant
and faced with the boredom and banality of married life. But when Hedda’s former lover Ejlert Løvborg returns to town with his latest
muse and his brilliant writing threatens her husband’s success, Hedda ruthlessly conspires to ensure nothing stands between her and
the life of luxury she married for…not even murder.

The Hermit
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Gia Sandhu, Christopher Shyer, Sylvain Reymond
Black comedy
Kamal Musale
Post-Production

TCurry Western

Kamal Musale
prod@curry-western.com
Market Office: Int'l Village Swiss Pavilion 123
Home Office tel: +41 78 8271491

Synopsis:
What happens when a woman whose life and marriage is falling apart, goes to India to claim her inheritance and
brings a hostile husband along? Turns out the inheritance is real, a prime piece of real estate in the heart of India's most beautiful
tourist country, but it comes with a price: a crazy hermit with equal rights to live there, and an increasingly dangerous past. In this black
comedy of human greed and desperation, three people trapped by their own basest natures come unhinged in the Indian jungle, with
darkly comic results. Civilization has never seemed so far away.

The Hippopotamus
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Roger Allam, Matthew Modine, Fiona Shaw, Tim
McInnerny
Comedy
John Jencks
Post-Production

TMetrodome Int'l

Caroline Couret Delegue +33 6 82 28 14 30
info@metrodomeinternational.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G5
Home Office tel: +44 20 7517 7550

Synopsis:
Fired from his job as a theatre critic, disgraced poet Ted Wallace jumps on the opportunity to lay low for a while at
his friends’ country manor, Swafford Hall.
A series of unexplained miracle healings have recently occurred and Ted tracks down the perpetrator of the phenomena, horny
teenager David Logan whose parents believe has healing hands.
Unaware that David is using some rather unorthodox methods, Lord and Lady Logan are set on sharing their son’s ‘gift’ with the world.
Amongst a colourful party of fellow guests, Ted sets out to prove the miracles are a hoax and save a young man from a lifetime of
embarrassment.
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How Not To Work & Claim Benefits... (And Other
Useful Information For Wasters)
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Patrick McConnell, Jeremy Grainger
Drama
Patrick McConnell
Completed

TAdler & Associates Ent.

Marie Adler +31 068 435 45
info@adlersproductions.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand K3
Home Office tel: +1 310 684 3545

Synopsis:
Mike and Dave, two idiots sponging off the state, find themselves pissed up with a case load of cash and the vague
memory of a dodgy job offer. But when the sinister Mr. Martin comes to check his 'task' has been completed, Mike and Dave must
learn to tell the truth or be lost forever.

Howl
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Ed Speleers, Sean Pertwee, Shauna Macdonald,
Rosie Day
Thriller
Paul Hyett
Completed

TMetrodome Int'l

Caroline Couret Delegue +33 6 82 28 14 30
info@metrodomeinternational.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G5
Home Office tel: +44 20 7517 7550

Synopsis:
Joe, a young ticket-collector, is riding the last train out of London on a dark and stormy night along with a meager
bunch of passengers. When the train brakes violently and comes to a sudden halt deep in the middle of a forest, it seems they have hit
something on the line. But when the driver ventures out to investigate he never returns, leaving the passengers in a state of panic –
particularly when Joe sees the driver’s mutilated body outside the carriage.
Realising there’s something dangerous lurking in the forest, Joe tells the passengers to make barricades to secure themselves in the
carriage but soon the deadly creature is stalking the besieged train and smashing through their defences, picking them off one-by-one.
Joe rallies his ‘pack’ of passengers to fight back. During a vicious battle they manage to kill the creature, revealing it to be a hideous
mutated fusion of human and wild animal - a werewolf. However, celebrations are cut short when they hear more howls coming from
the forest…

Hunted
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Horror
Owen Tooth
Pre-Production

TMC Film Consultants

Mili Cumic +44 7810 520 101
mili@cumic.fsnet.co.uk
Market Office: Int'l Village Czech Pavilion 133
Home Office tel: +44 7810 520 101

Synopsis:
When a group of young holiday-makers are stranded in a remote forest, they find themselves in a horrific battle for
survival, relentlessly hunted by a terrifying pack of subterranean creatures.

Hush

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:
Synopsis:

I Am Belfast
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Celia Imrie, Ben Lloyd-Hughes
Horror
Olaf De Fleur
Pre-Production
The dead will not be silenced.

Helena Bereen
Historical
Mark Cousins
Completed

TEmbankment Films

Maite Villarino
info@embankmentfilms.com
Market Office: 62 La Croisette Palais D’Orsay
Home Office tel: +44 20 7183 4739

TNew Europe Film Sales

Jan Naszewski +48 600 173 205
jan@neweuropefilmsales.com
Market Office: Grand, Goeland Entr. Polish Stand
9th Fl.
Home Office tel: +48 600 173 205

Synopsis:
Creative documentary done in a style unique to Mark Cousins – a visual, poetic depiction of Belfast and its citizens,
told with love and passion of someone, who has left the city many years ago but is still fascinated by it. The film personifies Belfast and
portrays it as an experienced gentle, older woman (played by Helena Bereen), who has seen, and accepted it all. She leads the viewers
through the changing landscape Belfast and spins a tale of its history, while addressing philosophical questions about the nature of man
and about a city as an urban phenomenon. Themes brought up in the film range from the landscapes surrounding the city, its changing
architecture and social structure to the political and personal repercussions of the Northern Irish conflict.
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I Am Dracula
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Brianna Caradja
True Story
Ryan Eddleston
Development

TSeraphim Pictures

Daniel Lyddon
info@seraphimpictures.com
Home Office tel: +44 7928 074 878

Synopsis:
Dracula. The name invokes the same common images: coffins, crucifixes, sharp fangs, blood. In literature, film and
television the man as a monster has seduced people all over the world with his story of murder and blood lust. Whilst it is well-known
that Bram Stoker based his fictional Count on a Fifteenth Century Romanian prince, what happened to the Dracula line afterwards is
unclear. Among the people in Romania cashing in on the Dracula dollar there are some who claim to be the descendants of the
historical vampire. Though no direct lineage is known to exist, how close can we get to the bloodline of the original Count Dracula?
I am Dracula investigates the history and bloodline of the real Dracula, Wladislaus “Ţepeş” (“The Impaler”) Drakulya, a “voivode” or
elected-prince who ruled Transylvania in the Fifteenth-Century. The documentary concerns itself with two families that claim ancestry
from the “Draculesti”: primarily that of Princess Brianna Caradja and of celebrated neuroscientist Professor Constantin BălăceanuStolnici, both in Romania. Whilst exploring the lineage of both parties the documentary will also question whether the bloodline is
more important than the name, and whether lineage outranks heritage.
Genealogical historians have proved that Dracula's two direct lines of ancestry – one Hungarian, one Romanian – both died out by the
end of the Seventeenth Century; a third, indirect female line can be traced for a further century, but there are no direct descendants
from there onwards.
Indirect or unrecognised, I am Dracula explores what it is like to be associated with the name and history of Vlad the Impaler; what it
means personally, and within the wider scope of a world in which Dracula is both familial and famous.

I Am Duran
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Roberto Duran, Sylvester Stallone, Mike Tyson, Larry
Merchant, Marvin Hagler, Thomas Hearns, Manuel
Noriega, Ricky Hatton
Documentary
Mat Hodgson
Post-Production

TKaleidoscope Film Dist.

Daniel Cooper +44 7590 316 488
sales@kaleidoscopefilmDist..com
Market Office: Palais Lerins Stand L21
Home Office tel: +44 20 3397 4410

Synopsis:
A veteran of 119 professional bouts across four weight levels, Duran fought in an astonishing five decades. He was a
world champion by the age of 21 and fought some of the greatest boxers of all time: Hagler, Sugar Ray Leonard and Hearns to name a
few. Durán obliterated all comers. His style began to pack out venues as crowds were seduced by his raw, explosive and instinctive
fighting style. He was a fighter, a brawler and a warrior, and the fans loved him. A one man wrecking ball, away from the ring he
transcended sport and inspired his beloved Panama to rise toward independence from American control and a CIA funded dictator.
I am Duran is the definitive story of this incredible man, his career and legacy, and how he became a hero, an icon, and an inspiration to
successive generations.

I, Daniel Blake
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Dave Johns, Hayley Squires
Drama
Ken Loach
Completed

TWild Bunch

Olivier Barbier +33 4 93 30 17 00
obarbier@wildbunch.eu
Market Office: 4 La Croisette 1 Fl.
Home Office tel: +33 1 43 13 21 15

Synopsis:
Daniel Blake (59) has worked as a joiner most of his life in Newcastle. Now, for the first time ever, he needs help
from the State. He crosses paths with a single mother Katie and her two young children, Daisy and Dylan. Katie’s only chance to escape
a one-roomed homeless hostel in London has been to accept a flat in a city she doesn’t know, some 300 miles away. Daniel and Katie
find themselves in no-man’s land, caught on the barbed wire of welfare bureaucracy as played out against the rhetoric of ‘striver and
skiver’ in modern day Britain.

ID2 Shadwell Army
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Simon Rivers, Linus Roache, Paul Popplewell, Andy
Rush, Christine Tremarco
Drama
Joel Novoa
Completed

TMoviehouse Ent.

Gary Phillips +44 7973 627 494
info@moviehouseent.com
Market Office: Members Club Plage Royale
Home Office tel: +44 125 638 5909

Synopsis:
A young undercover policeman is assigned the dangerous task of infiltrating a group of football hooligan fans of
London's 'Shadwell Town FC' as they follow their team on a journey playing a series of domestic and European games. Using all
methods of deception possible, he successfully gains their trust but the cost is high and all is not what it seems, both within the gang
and his own colleagues in the police...
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I'm Not Dead: The Birth Of The New Romantics
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Kevin Hegge
Development

TChrysaor Prod.

Chris Amos +44 7879 816 369
chris@chrysaorproductions.com
Home Office tel: +44 20 7 405 6616

Synopsis:
In the wake of Steve Strange’s and David Bowie’s deaths, I’m Not Dead! The Birth of the New Romantics meets
some of the influential Blitz Kids still alive, whose antics in late ‘70s and early ‘80s London defined decades of global fashion, music, art
and club culture to follow.
Through combining rarely seen archival footage and candid interviews with core members of the New Romantic movement; including,
Boy George, Princess Julia, Judy Blame, Pam Hogg, Philip Sallon, Mark
Moore and Mark Almond alongside interviews with other influential tastemakers including; Grayson Perry, Andrew Logan, Zandra
Rhodes and Vivienne Westwood, we revisit the era to reflect on the past and
show how this has impacted on their future lives.
We discover the values that drive the New Romantics and find out how these radical elders have carried the creative driving force of
their youth into their older age. Their lives, past and now, are not only influential but
inspirational. They prove age is just a number when it comes to having an exciting youthful life.
I’m Not Dead! The Birth of the New Romantics is the definitive account of an often glazed over microcosm of the iconic scene which is
finally gaining the recognition and acknowledgement for its contribution to modern culture it deserves.

In Darkness
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Natalie Dormer, Ed Screin, Stacy Martin, Emily
Ratajkowski
Thriller
Anthony Byrne
Completed

TXYZ Films

Scott Freije +1 317 752 6089
info@xyzfilms.com
Home Office tel: +1 310 956 1550

Synopsis:
IN DARKNESS is a psychological revenge thriller about a blind musician who gets pulled into London’s dark
underbelly after she hears a murder committed in the apartment above her own. As she gets embroiled in the violent and murky world,
it appears she is out of her depth, but SOFIA is following her own path of revenge...

Interlude In Prague
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Aneurin Barnard, James Purefoy, Samantha Barks,
Morfydd Clark, Charlotte Peters, Adrian Edmondson
Thriller
John Stephenson
Post-Production

TCarnaby Int'l Sales & Dist.

Severah Akhtar +44 7701 349 182
severah@carnabyinternational.com
Market Office: 22 La Croisette 23 Rue Mace
Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0185

Synopsis:
Prague, 1787. Wolfgang Amadeu Mozart spends a few turbulent months escaping the frustrating, privileged elite of
Vienna. However his unconventional presence soon unleashes a series of dramatic and tragic events. Overwhelmed by the tangled web
of violence and intrigue that surrounds him and with his mind affected, Mozart creates the astonishing music and drama that becomes
“Don Giovanni”.

Invisible Sun
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Stephen Graham, Robert Sheehan, Conor Macneill,
Michelle Fairley
Drama
David Blair
Development

T7 & 7 Producers' Sales Service

Maura Ford
info@7and7.co.uk
Market Office: Members Club Plage Royale
Home Office tel: +44 7814 681 335

Synopsis:
In post-Troubles Belfast, a young lad turns to running drugs to help save the family home from repossession; but
following a child's overdose he finds himself pursued by ex-IRA vigilantes including his own unsuspecting father.
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Jawbone
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Johnny Harris, Ray Winstone, Michael Smiley
Drama
Thomas Napper
Pre-Production

TIndependent

Nada Cirjanic +33 4 93 38 29 10
mail@independentfilmcompany.com
Market Office: 23 Rue Macé Numa Bianca 2nd Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734

Synopsis:
A former youth boxing champion, Jimmy (Harris) is a man in search of hope but looking in all the wrong places.
When he hits rock bottom he turns to his childhood boxing club and the only family he has left: gym owner Bill (Winstone) and corner
man Eddie (Smiley). Back in training, years after anyone thought he was a contender, he will risk his life to stand tall and to regain his
place in the world. Music by Paul Weller.
Boxing Consultant and fight choreographer Barry McGuigan. One of the best boxers of his generation, McGuigan was a WBA
featherweight champion and voted into the World Boxing Hall of Fame in 2000, and the International Boxing Hall of Fame in 2005. With
son, Shane McGuigan, he successfully steered Carl Frampton to the IBF World Super Bantamweight Championship.
McGuigan worked with Jim Sheridan and Daniel Day Lewis on The Boxer, choreographing and overseeing the edit for the movie. He is
training Johnny Harris and will work with the production through principal photography and into post.

The Journey
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Timothy Spall, Colm Meaney, Toby Stephens,
Freddie Highmore, John Hurt
Comedy
Nick Hamm
Post-Production

TIM Global

Callum Grant +44 20 7025 8060
info@imglobalfilm.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand L1
Home Office tel: +1 310 777 3590

Synopsis:
Forty years of violence, 3500 deaths, two implacable enemies – and 52 miles to bring a lasting peace to Northern
Ireland…THE JOURNEY is an inspiring, heartwarming and at times hilarious fictional account of the extraordinary story of two
implacable enemies Ian Paisley and Martin McGuiness, forced to take a short journey together in which they will take the biggest leap
of faith and change the course of modern Irish and British history. It is at this moment that the future of Irish and British history is
altered, as two sworn enemies put their past actions behind them and begin to forge a friendship that would lead to them being known
as “The Chuckle Brothers."

Journeyman
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Paddy Considine, Jodie Whittaker
Second film
Paddy Considine
Production

TCornerstone Films

Carla Quarto di Palo +44 7827 948675
office@cornerstonefilm.com
Market Office: 54-55 La Croisette 2nd Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 3457 7257

Synopsis:
Matty Burton is the middleweight boxing champion of the world. Now, coming towards the end of his career, he
knows that he must make his money and get out of the game. His aim is to secure a home with his wife Emma, and a future for their
baby daughter Mia.His opponent is the brash and controversial Nassar Ali. A big puncher that courts controversy with his outlandish
statements. Nassar's intent is to rip the title from Matty, a task that Nassar feels is going to be easy. After a titanic battle, Matty returns
home to Emma, but moments later collapses on the living room floor from a delayed reaction to a devastating punch. When Matty
awakes from the coma, the real fight begins. Suffering from memory loss and with his personality altered, Matty must begin to piece
his life back together as his world disintegrates.
Journeyman is a powerful and beautiful story about loss and, ultimately, triumph. It's about our identity, and how in life we sometimes
have to dig deep into our soul to discover who we really are.

Journey's End
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Sam Caflin, Toby Jones, Paul Bettany
Drama

Pre-Production

TMetro Int'l Ent.

Samuel Hall +44 7527 970 064
sales@metro-films.com
Market Office: 23 Rue Mace 4th Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301

Synopsis:
Set over 4 days in March 1918 in the trenches on the front line, a small group of soldiers wait to be bombarded by
enemy artillery, anticipating certain death. The story charts the tension and claustrophobia of the officers' dug-out as new recruit, 18
year old Lieutenant Raleigh joins the Company commanded by 20 year old Captain Stanhope, his former childhood friend and hero,
who has changed almost beyond recognition.

Just Charlie
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Synopsis:
football again.

Harry Gilby, Patricia Potter, Scot Williams, Karen
Bryson
Social issues
Rebekah Fortune
Completed

TMedia Luna New Films

Sigrid Saag +33 4 92 99 33 09
info@medialuna.biz
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand F12
Home Office tel: +49 22 15 10 91 891

Football star Charlie is a girl trapped in the body of a boy. Rejected by her father and teammates will she ever play
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Keep Quiet
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Sam Blair
Completed

TFilm Sales Company

Lucas Verga
contact@filmsalescorp.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand H8
Home Office tel: +1 212 481 5020

Synopsis:
As a rising star in Hungary’s ultra-right Jobbik party, Csanád Szegedi became the mouthpiece of the xenophobic and
anti-Semitic group and was elected to the EU Parliament. After being blackmailed, he is revealed to be Jewish and documentarians Sam
Blair and Joseph Martin begin to cover his remarkable and startling transformation.

Kids In Love
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Will Poulter, Alma Jodorowsky, Cara Delevingne
Drama
Chris Foggin
Completed

TCarnaby Int'l Sales & Dist.

Severah Akhtar +44 7701 349 182
severah@carnabyinternational.com
Market Office: 22 La Croisette 23 Rue Mace
Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0185

Synopsis:
Drifting through his gap year with its internships and travel plans carefully laid out by his parents, Jack (Will Poulter)
has always suspected there was more to life than this. A chance encounter with the beautiful and ethereal Evelyn (Alma Jodorowsky)
swerves his life radically off course.

The Killing$ Of Tony Blair
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Tony Blair
Documentary
Sanne van den Bergh, Greg Ward
Completed

TPhoenix Worldwide Ent.

Mariah Sayer +44 7968 050 753
info@phoenixworldent.com
Market Office: Members Club Plage Royale
Home Office tel: +44 127 332 9200

Synopsis:
The Killing$ of Tony Blair is a feature length documentary, which examines his political career and lifting the lid on
his exploits since leaving office. Combining testimony from prominent observers, ambassadors and statesmen, with extensive archive
footage, animation and illustrations from the award winning political cartoonist Steve Bell, it is a compelling account. Along the lines of
“Fahrenheit 9/11”
This film is the most successful crowd-funded film in the UK with over five thousand backers. Authored and produced by George
Galloway, an MP for over 26 years, an enthusiastic audience awaits this production. Mr Galloway has over a million followers on social
media where the project has already excited considerable interest.

The Krays: Kill Order
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Reggie Kray, Freddie Foreman, Frankie Fraser, Eddie
Richardson
Documentary
Christopher Matthews
Completed

TMetrodome Int'l

Caroline Couret Delegue +33 6 82 28 14 30
info@metrodomeinternational.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G5
Home Office tel: +44 20 7517 7550

Synopsis:
Ronnie and Reggie Kray remain two of the most infamous criminals in British history. Legends to many, their fame
was built on a fearsome reputation and almost mythical celebrity-like status, but who were the
real Kray twins? Public opinion was split but how were the twins viewed by their contemporaries? This is the inside story of the Krays,
told by those who stood with them and those who stood against them.

Ladykiller
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Crime
Tim Fywell
Pre-Production

TThe Little Film Company

Elie Mechoulam +44 7710 305 326
info@thelittlefilmcompany.com
Market Office: Grand, Bengali Entr.- Apt. 2D
Home Office tel: +1 818 762 6999

Synopsis:
Patrick Kelly is a hard man. His one soft spot is his daughter and when she falls victim to a vicious and sexual
depraved serial killer, Kelly wants revenge. The detective in charge of the case is Kate Burrows. She feels for Kelly but her growing
involvement with a known crime lord is putting her career at risk. As the forces of law and order and London's underworld converge in
a huge manhunt, Kate fears she'll lose everything she's ever cared about...to the ladykiller.

The Land Of Sometimes
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Ewan McGregor, Terry Jones
Animation
Leon Joosen
Pre-Production

TKaleidoscope Film Dist.

Daniel Cooper +44 7590 316 488
sales@kaleidoscopefilmDist..com
Market Office: Palais Lerins Stand L21
Home Office tel: +44 20 3397 4410

Synopsis:
Over the ocean far away, there is a magical place called The Land of Sometimes where four seasons pass within one
day, and everyone who lives there has a song… Follow the musical adventures of twins Alfie and Elise who continually wish for more
until the night before Christmas the mysterious Wish Collector whisks them off to this enchanted world.
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Last Folio
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Katka Grunsteinová, Ladislav Welward
Documentary
Katya Krausova
Completed

TSlovak Film Institute

Alexandra Strelkova
sfu@sfu.sk
Market Office: Int'l Village Czech Pavilion 133
Home Office tel: +42 1257 101 503

Synopsis:
World renowned photographer, Yuri Dojc, returns to Slovakia, his home country which he left in 1968 following the
Soviet invasion. He is on a journey of discovery of his roots and much much more. The encounters with people he photographs and
places he visits lead him to an abandoned Jewish school where only the disintegrating dusty volumes remain on the shelves - the pupils
and their parents were all deported to Auschwitz in 1942. By pure serendipity one of these books carries a stamp of Jakab Deutsch, a
tailor from Michalovce- the photographer’s grandfather, a man whom he never met and he now has something that truly belongs to
him.

Last Night A DJ Saved My Life
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

David Hasselhoff, Shane Richie Jr., Kim Tiddy,
Stephanie Webber
Musical
Jon Conway
Completed

TVision Films

Adam Wright +1 818 331 0990
adam@visionfilms.net
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand J3
Home Office tel: +1 818 784 1702

Synopsis:
David Hasselhoff is Ibiza’s top 80’s DJ, clueless to the fact that a new decade has dawned. His life is thrown into a
comical tale-spin when his estranged daughter Penny—no longer the demure schoolgirl he remembers—moves in. Now the cad must
become the dad...but how will a badly behaved parent still stuck in the 80’s keep his modern, free-spirited daughter in line? Contains
many great songs from the 80’s and 90’s, including Girls Just Want to Have Fun, Never Gonna Give You Up, I Think We’re Alone Now,
Spice Up Your Life, Papa Don’t Preach, Can’t Touch This, Unbreak My Heart, Everything I Do I Do It For You, Pump Up the Jam, Pump Up
the Volume, Superstar DJ, Killer, The Power, Rhythm is a Dancer and many more!

The Last Photograph
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Danny Huston, Sarita Choudhoury, Stacy Martin,
John Hauer King
Drama
Danny Huston
Post-Production

TThe Works Int'l

Edrianne Wenger
international@theworksfilmgroup.com
Market Office: Relais De La Reine C12
Home Office tel: +44 20 7612 1080

Synopsis:
A random act of theft has put Tom's life in a tailspin. Stolen from his bookshop is his most treasured possession - a
photograph of him with his son Luke. Their last moment of shared happiness. Risking everything, including his sanity, Tom decides to
hunt down the thieves. Will he find the photograph, and will his search lead to revenge or let him find closure? THE LAST PHOTOGRAPH
is set between London in 2002 and a dark night in 1988 when Pan Am 103 was blown out of the sky over Lockerbie.

Late Shift- Your Decisions Are You
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Joe Sowerbutts, Haruka Abe, Joel Basman, Richard
Durden, Lily Travers
Crime
Tobias Weber
Completed

TCtrlmovie

Baptiste Planche +41 786 649 494
welcome@ctrlmovie.com
Market Office: Int'l Village Next Pavilion 201
Home Office tel: +41 62 550 53 35

Synopsis:
‘Late Shift’ has its hero, its plot, its high points and turning points. It has one beginning – but countless possible
storylines and seven different endings. Matt, a student, has to prove his innocence after being forced into the robbery of a famous
London auction house. How will the audience decide to act when everything is turning against him? The audience takes decisions for
the interactive thriller’s hero while the movie keeps on running seamlessly. ‘Late Shift’ is the first feature film production in the novel
interactive film format CtrlMovie, which offers an exceptional experience in-between film and game. The viewers make decisions for
the protagonist, thereby influencing the plot and its ending. The film never stops and the audience is under the same time pressure as
the protagonist. Countless storylines can lead to one of seven different endings. One interactive path is approximately the length of a
feature film, bearing in mind that there are four hours of film slumbering in the background, with a total of 180 decision points at your
disposal. The CtrlMovie technology has been developed by the Swiss start-up company of the same name. ‘Late Shift’ is based on a
screenplay by first time director Tobias Weber and Michael R. Johnson, author of Guy Ritchie’s 2009 ‘Sherlock Holmes’ movie from
2009. The film was shot in English in London, featuring up- and-coming actors Joe Sowerbutts, Haruka Abe and Lily Travers as well as
the Swiss actor Joel Basman (‘The Monuments Men’) and the more mature English actor Richard Durden (‘From Paris with Love’, ‘Oliver
Twist’). This time you leave the theatre knowing that if you watched the movie again, you could see a different story. What if you’re
dissatisfied with the consequences of the audience’s collective decisions? Then, in the form of the app, the protagonist’s fate is in your
hands alone. It is up to you to discover countless variations of the same plot and make “better” decisions.
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Law & Disorder: The Insanity Defense
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

James Brady, David Kaczynski, Rev. Jesse Jackson,
Prof. Michael Perlin, Judge Steven Leifman, Dr.
Michael Welner, Dr. Robert Berger, Sylvie Bolioli
Documentary
Sylvie Bolioli
Completed

TPolaris Prod.

Sylvie Bolioli
info@polarisproductions.net
Home Office tel: +44 7970 542 968

Synopsis:
An in-depth look at criminal responsibility and mental illness, 'LAW & DISORDER: the Insanity Defense' is the only
documentary which puts the Insanity Defense itself on trial.

Le Mans 3D – Racing Is Everything
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Mark Webber, Andre Lotterer, Sebastien Buemi,
Jann Mardenborough, Darren Turner, David Cheng,
Ho-Pin Tung
Documentary
James Erskine
Completed

TKaleidoscope Film Dist.

Daniel Cooper +44 7590 316 488
sales@kaleidoscopefilmDist..com
Market Office: Palais Lerins Stand L21
Home Office tel: +44 20 3397 4410

Synopsis:
Presented in astonishing 4K 3D, and offering full theatrical 3D and 2D features, 3D and 2D TV hour versions, and a
full feature and cut-down version for IMAX, Le Mans 3D tells in incredible detail, the full story of the 2015 race.
Widely recognised as one of the closest and most thrilling events for many years, we follow six drivers and their teams as they put
everything on the line in the pursuit of victory.
Australian F1 favorite, Mark Webber, is racing for Porsche. A solid career is already secured, but he has so far failed to finish Le Mans in
four attempts. Making one last push for true racing immortality, Webber recalls two life threatening crashes at this very track early in
his career. As he travels to the race, he recalls how many more times he can roll the dice...
The undisputed 'King of Le Mans' is Germany's, Andre Lotterer. Racing for Audi, the four-time winner is used to fighting off pretenders
to his thrown, but this year, will the hunter become the hunted?
Racing for rookie team, Nissan, 23 year-old Brit, Jann Mardenborough got his big break by winning a PlayStation driving competition
three years ago. But, having already been touched by tragedy when his car flipped and killed a spectator at a warm-up event earlier this
year, he has the weight of the world, and the expectations of a multi-million dollar team, on his shoulders.
Meanwhile, 2nd generation Le Mans participant and lead Toyota driver, Sebastien Buemi, from Switzerland, prepares for the race by
restoring a classic car and reliving the glory days of Le Mans with his grandfather, whilst in England, Aston Martin driver, Darren Turner,
prepares to bid his young family an emotional farewell.
And finally, racing in the privateers section is a brand new Chinese team, LMP2 Pegasus, represented by Chinese drivers David Cheng
and Ho-Pin Tung. They represent a fresh dawn for Le Mans as the legendary race expands into previously untouched territories.
Le Mans 3D - the inside story of men who are willing to risk death, again and again, in the hunt for glory on four wheels.

Lean On Pete
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Drama
Andrew Haigh
Development

TThe Bureau Sales/Le Bureau

Emmanuelle Le Courtois +33 6 68 11 41 00
info@lebureaufilms.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand J8
Home Office tel: +33 1 40 33 33 80

Synopsis:
Charley Thompson wants a home, food on the table and a high school he can attend for more than part of a year.
But as the son of a single father working in warehouses, finding some stability is hard for Charley. Hoping for a new start they move to
Portland where Charley takes a summer job..

Leslie Howard: The Man Who Gave A Damn
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TGalloping Films

Leslie Howard, Isabella Rossellini, Vivien Leigh, Clark
Gable
Biography
Thomas Hamilton
Completed

Carlos Alperin +61 414 447 743
carlos@gallopingfilms.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand H2
Home Office tel: +61 7 3040 2664

Robert Hands, Evan Bendall, Michaela Prchalova
Thriller
Ruth Platt
Completed

Kevin Law +44 7765 398742
info@jingafilms.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand G7
Home Office tel: +44 20 7287 0050

Synopsis:
A revealing and compelling documentary on the life of a great, forgotten star of the 1930’s. Leslie Howard was
cinema’s quiet rebel. The star of such classics as The Scarlet Pimpernel and Gone with the Wind, yet one whose yearning for
independence propelled him to a unique role in WWW2 – as an inspirational figurehead for the British war effort.

The Lesson
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:
Synopsis:

TJinga Films

A bullied school teacher kidnaps two pupils and subjects them to the ultimate lesson in humanity.
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Let Me Buy You A Drink
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Christian Ivaldi
Comedy
Ilaria Gambarelli
Completed

TAdler & Associates Ent.

Marie Adler +31 068 435 45
info@adlersproductions.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand K3
Home Office tel: +1 310 684 3545

Synopsis:
Christian is a dreamer who cannot find his place in this world; for the past 10 years he's been living in London, a city
of a million opportunities, and training to become a professional in martial arts. At 35 years old, nothing he aspired to has become a
reality. When he finds himself unemployed, his girlfriend (tired of his endless excuses) kicks him to the curb. Now he will be forced back
to his birthplace, Genoa, where he will have to rediscover himself, reinvent himself, and above all else adapt himself to a new reality of
friends and family, a reality far different from that which he imagined.

Lies We Tell
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Gabriel Byrne, Harvey Keitel, Mark Addy, Gina
McKee
Drama
Mitu Misra
Post-Production

TBradford Int'l Film Associates

Andy McDermott
andy@bifafilms.co.uk
Home Office tel: +44 127 488 3996

Synopsis:
DONALD. The driver. Salt-of-the-earthYorkshireman.
When his billionaire boss, DEMI, dies, Donald is tasked with destroying evidence of his 'otherwomen'. But doesn't count on meeting
AMBER, Demi's beautiful Muslim mistress...
Despite trying to keep her at arm's length, he's lured into Amber's world, first stealing Demi's phone to delete a racy video of her, then
coming face to face with the notorious KD, Amber's gangster cousin. As Donald and Amber become unlikely allies, he learns how she
was forced into a marriage with KD and later raped by him. To save herself Amber lied to get a divorce, leaving two sides of the same
family devastated.
Now fully qualified as a lawyer, Amber is set to finally escape to London until she discovers her innocent sister, MIRIAM (16), is KD's
bride to be. With no-one else to trust, Amber turns to Donald and they rush to intervene. In saving Miriam from KD, Donald witnesses
KD's ultimate revenge... Amber's death.
Donald finally snaps.

Life On The Road
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Ricky Gervais, Doc Brown
Comedy
Ricky Gervais
Post-Production

TSierra / Affinity

Arthur Cohen +33 4 93 46 69 09
info@sierra-affinity.com
Market Office: La Lerina 63 la Croisette
Home Office tel: +1 424 253 1060

Synopsis:
David Brent is now a rep selling cleaning products up and down the country. The thing is he has never really given
up the dream of being a rock star, and in this documentary movie we follow his one last shot at fame. We find out what he’s been up to
since his days at Wernham Hogg and we follow him on the road trying to get a record deal. He puts a band together (a group of
mercenary session musicians taking his money with absolutely no love for him or his dream) and ropes poor Dom (a rapper who he was
meant to be managing) into coming on tour with him to give him a bit of credibility. Let down after let down, faux pas after faux pas
Brent never gives up his dream… just his hard earned money and a cashed in pension to fund the whole folly. With original music by
the man himself Life on The Road is like a comedy musical. It’s exciting, funny, excruciating and a little sad.

The Little Vampire
Genre:
Director:
Status:

3D
Richard Claus
Production

TCinema Management Group

Dene Anderberg +33 4 92 99 32 45
info@cinemamanagementgroup.com
Market Office: Palais Lerins Stand L19
Home Office tel: +1 310 300 9959

Synopsis:
THE LITTLE VAMPIRE, based on the characters from the bestselling novels by Angela Sommer-Bodenburg, tells the
story of Rudolph, a thirteen year old vampire, whose clan is threatened by a notorious vampire hunter. He meets Tony, a mortal of the
same age, who is fascinated by old castles, graveyards and – vampires. Tony helps Rudolph in an action and humor packed battle
against their adversaries, together they save Rudolph’s family and become friends.
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London Heist
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Craig Fairbrass, James Cosmo, Mem Ferda
Action/Adventure
Mark Mcqueen
Completed

TCinema Management Group

Dene Anderberg +33 4 92 99 32 45
info@cinemamanagementgroup.com
Market Office: Palais Lerins Stand L19
Home Office tel: +1 310 300 9959

Synopsis:
JACK CREGAN, career criminal, family man and vicious armed robber, is on a mission for revenge. When Jack’s
Father Alfie Cregan is brutally murdered and their money from the Heathrow airport heist stolen, Jack, his cousin Sammy and other
gang members Eddie and Frank, realize there is more to the stolen money and Alfie’s murder than meets the eye and once Jack begins
to dig, he knows that his life will never be the same again. The shattering revelations that follow force Jack, with the clock ticking to not
only pull off one dangerous last robbery, but also to exact brutal revenge on all those involved. Set against the backdrop of the gritty
streets of London and Marbella’s hedonistic glamour on Spain’s seductive Costa Del Sol. LONDON HEIST is an uber violent stylish
revenge thriller along the lines of “POINT BLANK” meets “HEAT”.

London Rampage
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Greg Burridge, Steve Patten, William Ospreay
Crime
Greg Burridge
Completed

TCalifornia Pictures

Monique Nayard +33 6 60 69 12 82
info@californiapicturesinc.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand C7
Home Office tel: +1 323 956 2014

Synopsis:
London Rampage takes you on a dangerous journey through a city that carefully hides its dark underbelly of drugs,
extortion, guns and illegal fight tournaments. Darren returns to his home turf in East London after a 10 year hiatus. The estate is in
decay and rival gangs run the show, making it tough for his younger brother & sister to avoid the inevitable dangers of their perilous
home town. It's sink or swim as he ties to create a better world for his only remaining family, while the nefarious leaders on the estate
make it difficult for him to walk the straight and narrow.

The Lovers And The Despot
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Robert Cannan
Completed

TMagnolia Pictures & Magnet Releasing

Christina Rogers + 120 3952 4413
acquisitions@magpictures.com
Market Office: 24 La Croisette/La Brise 2nd FL
Home Office tel: +3 212 924 6701

Synopsis:
They were the Brangelina of ’70s South Korea—the romance between the debonair film director Shin Sang-ok and
glamorous actress Choi Eun-hee took them to the heights of South Korean society. Fame took a toll on their love, but it also attracted
unbelievable twists of fate. The two find themselves kidnapped by the North Korean regime, and they are forced to play along with a
bizarre filmmaking project led by superfan cinephile Kim Jong-il. Enduring torture, imprisonment, and surveillance, their romance is
rekindled, and they realize escape is only possible through filmmaking—but the smallest mistake in their plans could cost them their
lives.
This film noir of the most twisted order is meticulously crafted with an analog-loving sensibility, offering incredible archive footage of
the era that even includes rare clandestine audio recordings of Jong-il discussing his plot for a cinematic paradise. The tapes deliver a
chilling yet fascinating glimpse into the psychology of the North Korean dictatorship and what happens when art, love, and
megalomania collide.

M.L.E.

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Sarah Warren, Julie Sype, Mike Figgis, Paul Haggis
Action/Adventure
Sarah Warren
Completed

TNew Gold Group

Serena Lastrucci +39 331 7032077
newgoldgroup@gmail.com
Market Office: Majestic Italian Pavillon
Home Office tel: +39 34 8765 0618

Synopsis:
MLE ('My Little Eye') is based on a true story - Julie Robert, (nope, not Julia Roberts, as she corrects on a daily basis)
is a broke actor who just lost her only gig. Stranded in a new country with her trouble-making friend Camila, and struggling to find a
sane new agent, Julie finds herself taking on spy work from a strange family. What seems fun at first turns life belly-up for Julie (spy
name, Emily) - the awkward, amateur spy.

The Man In The Box
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Drama, Historical
Arsen Ostojic
Production

TParkland Pictures

Ben Mace +44 7563 877 144
info@parklandpictures.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand L16
Home Office tel: +44 20 3432 9501

Synopsis:
August 1944, a small village in the Austrian Tyrol. With some reluctance, a teenage boy’s family takes into hiding a
Jewish doctor who saved the boy's life before the war. The boy (Niki), now 15 and in the Hitler Youth, is appalled by the idea, as is his
frightened mother, but the father insists. A friendship gradually develops between the boy and Doctor Weiss, the 'man in the box’, who
has to open his eyes, amid the ever-present dangers of discovery and exposure.
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Manolo
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Manolo Blahnik, Anna Wintour, Rihanna, André
Leon Talley, Candace Bushnell, Naomi Campbell
Documentary
Michael Roberts
Post-Production

TContent Media Corp

Kevin Adege +1 310 576 1059
london@contentmediacorp.com
Market Office: 6 Rue Florian Off Rue Cdt Andre
Home Office tel: +44 20 7851 6500

Synopsis:
MANOLO (The boy who made shoes for lizards) is an in-depth portrait of the man who is regarded as a genius by
some of the most revered figures in fashion; A behind-the-scenes peek into his world; And a must see for any person who has ever
looked longingly at a pair of his shoes - famously known on a first name basis as ‘Manolos’.

Maradona
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Asif Kapadia
Production

TAltitude Film Sales

Charlie Kemball +33 4 93 99 20 61
info@altitudefilment.com
Market Office: Grand, Le Dauphin Entr.2nd Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 20 7478 7612

Synopsis:
Having never won a major tournament, ailing football giant SSC Napoli had criminally underachieved. Their fanatical
support was unequalled in both passion and size. None was more feared. But how they ached for success…
On 5th July 1984, Diego Maradona arrived in Naples for a world-record fee and for seven years all hell broke loose. The world’s most
celebrated football genius and the most dysfunctional city in Europe were a perfect match for each other. Maradona was blessed on
the field but cursed off it; the charismatic Argentine, quickly led Naples to their first-ever title. It was the stuff of dreams. But there was
a price… Diego could do as he pleased whilst performing miracles on the pitch, but when the magic faded he became almost a prisoner
of the city. The third film from the Academy Award and BAFTA-winning team behind Senna and Amy, the film will be constructed from
over 500 hours of never-before-seen footage from Maradona’s personal archive and in the style of Senna and Amy, will be a high-end
and definitive feature documentary made with the full support of Maradona.
In a city where the devil would have needed bodyguards, Maradona became bigger than God himself. This is the wild and unforgettable
story of God-given talent, glory, despair and betrayal, of corruption and ultimately redemption.

Message From The King
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:
Synopsis:
down.

Chadwick Boseman, Luke Evans, Teresa Palmer,
Alfred Molina
Thriller
Fabrice Du Welz
Post-Production

After suddenly losing all contact with his younger sister, Jacob King arrives in Los Angeles determined to track her

The Messenger
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TSierra / Affinity

Arthur Cohen +33 4 93 46 69 09
info@sierra-affinity.com
Market Office: La Lerina 63 la Croisette
Home Office tel: +1 424 253 1060

Robert Sheehan, Lily Cole, Joely Richardson, Andrew
Tiernan, Jack Fox, David O'Hara
Thriller
David Blair
Completed

T7 & 7 Producers' Sales Service

Maura Ford
info@7and7.co.uk
Market Office: Members Club Plage Royale
Home Office tel: +44 7814 681 335

Synopsis:
In and out of secure mental units all of his young life; Jack is plagued by persistent visions of ghosts harassing him to
resolve their sad and angry issues with the living. Unemployed, dishevelled and trailed by these persistent, unwanted companions no
one else can see, he struggles to maintain a normal life.
Jack is helped by his psychiatrist, whose theory is his visions were brought on by witnessing his father’s suicide as a boy; and by his
caring sister Emma who has recently welcomed him to her own happy and stable home (much to the annoyance of her high flying
solicitor husband Martin.)
But after Mark, a journalist is brutally murdered in a local park, he appeals to Jack to pass on one last message of goodbye to his
grieving widow Sarah. Jack grudgingly agrees, but his attempts to do so only draw suspicion from the Police and brother-in-law Martin
who coincidentally represents Sarah. Constantly harangued by Mark’s apparition, Jack uncovers a guilty secret that puts him under yet
more police suspicion and stress that finally pushes him over the edge.
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Mindhorn
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Julian Barratt, Russell Tovey, Andrea Riseborough
Comedy
Sean Foley
Post-Production

TProtagonist Pictures

George Hamilton +33 4 93 39 30 70
info@protagonistpictures.com
Market Office: Grand, Ibis Entr.7th Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000

Synopsis:
When MI5 Special Operative Bruce Mindhorn was captured in the late 1980s, his eye was replaced by a superadvanced optical lie detector, which meant he could literally “see the truth.” He escaped and fled to the Isle of Man, to recuperate in
the island’s temperate microclimate, and today has become the best plain-clothes detective the island has ever seen.

Miss You Already
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Drew Barrymore, Toni Collette, Dominic Cooper,
Paddy Considine, Jacqueline Bisset, Tyson Ritter
Drama
Catherine Hardwicke
Completed

TSalt

James Norrie +33 7 89 26 91 31
info@salt-co.com
Market Office: Grand, Ibis Entr.7th Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7535 6714

Synopsis:
Milly and Jess have been best friends forever. They’ve shared everything since they were kids – secrets, clothes,
laughs, substances, boyfriends… now they are trying to be grown-ups. Milly has a high-flying job and lives in a beautiful townhouse
with husband Kit and their two kids. Jess is a town planner and she and her boyfriend Jago live on a bohemian houseboat on a London
canal. Their friendship is as rock solid as ever. That is until Jess struggles to have a much longed-for baby and Milly finds out she has
breast cancer. How do you share that?

Missing In Morocco
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Action/Adventure

Pre-Production

TSilver Sword Int'l

Michael A Calace
admin@silverswordintl.com
Market Office: Int'l Village Quebec Pavilion 129
Home Office tel: +1 514 635 1222

Synopsis:
Adventure seeking fiancées are kidnapped in Morocco, forcing each of their ‘odd couple’ families to put up with
each other, while battling time and the locals, to attempt a daring rescue.

Mum's List
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Rafe Spall, Emilia Fox, Elaine Cassidy
Drama
Niall Johnson
Post-Production

TStudio Soho Films

Gareth Jones
info@studiosohofilms.com
Home Office tel: +44 20 3828 7000

Synopsis:
A dying mother's life lessons to the husband and sons she left behind. Based on the best-selling novel by St John
(Singe) Greene, the film is the story of Singe and Kate, a couple from North Somerset, whose lives were turned upside down when Kate
was diagnosed with an incurable breast cancer. Over her last few days, she created her list: writing her thoughts and memories down,
to help the man she loved create the best life possible for their two sons, after she was gone.

My Feral Heart
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:
Synopsis:

Steven Brandon, Shana Swash, Will Rastall, Pixie Le
Knot, Eileen Pollock, Suzanna Hamilton
Drama
Jane Gull
Completed

Luke, an independent young man with Down's syndrome stumbles upon a wild and life changing friendship.

My Scientology Movie
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TMoviehouse Ent.

Gary Phillips +44 7973 627 494
info@moviehouseent.com
Market Office: Members Club Plage Royale
Home Office tel: +44 125 638 5909

Drama
John Dower
Completed

THanway Films

Mark Lane +33 4 93 99 16 14
info@hanwayfilms.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, 1st Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750

Synopsis:
Louis Theroux heads to Los Angeles for his feature documentary, in collaboration with director John Dower and
double Academy Award winning producer Simon Chinn, exploring the Church of Scientology.
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Nina Forever
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Fiona O'Shaughnessy, Cian Barry, Abigail
Hardingham
Thriller
Chris Blaine
Completed

TEpic Pictures Group

Patrick Ewald
sales@epic-pictures.com
Market Office: Grand, Ibis Entr.5th Fl
Home Office tel: +1 323 207 4170

Synopsis:
"A superb horror movie in every respect." - Collider: “A morbidly funny horror-romance.” - Bloody Disgusting:
"Fresh, original, & surprisingly tender.” - Indie Wire: “Sexy, funny, morbid and beautiful." - Crave Online: “It’s Shakespeare meets Joe
Dante.” - We Got This Covered
The award-winning Blaine brothers give a new meaning to the phrase “Devil’s Threesome” in this darkly comic and beautifully filmed
tale of a deceased ex-girlfriend who returns to haunt a young man to sabotage his new relationship.

Nitrate
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Thriller
Guy Ducker
Development

TPatchwork Prod.

Christine Hartland
christine@patchwork-productions.co.uk
Home Office tel: +44 20 8378 1455

Synopsis:
A hotshot director uncovers the truth behind the murder of his filmmaking idol when he tries to reconstruct the
dead man's lost, unfinished masterpiece.

The Northern Paradigm
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:
Synopsis:

Peter Barrett, Julian Shaw, Colin Burt Vidler,
Gianpiero Cognoli
Crime
Mark Hall
Completed

A political thriller about an Iraq war veteran seeking the truth about his brother's death.

Notes On Blindness
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TAdler & Associates Ent.

Marie Adler +31 068 435 45
info@adlersproductions.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand K3
Home Office tel: +1 310 684 3545

Documentary
Peter Middleton
Completed

TCinephil

Philippa Kowarsky +972 54 496 1114
info@cinephil.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand H8
Home Office tel: +972 3 566 4129

Synopsis:
In 1983, after decades of steady deterioration, writer and theologian John Hull became totally blind. To help him
make sense of the upheaval in his life, he began documenting his experiences on audio cassette. Upon publication, John’s diaries were
described by author and neurologist Oliver Sacks as ‘a masterpiece… The most precise, deep and beautiful account of blindness I have
ever read.’
Following the Emmy Award-winning short film of the same name, NOTES ON BLINDNESS takes a creative approach to the documentary
form. Actors lip-synch to the voices of the family, embedding John’s original audio recordings within compelling cinematography and
textured sound design. The result is a poetic and intimate story of loss, rebirth and transformation, documenting John’s extraordinary
journey into ‘a world beyond sight’.

One Fatal Weekend
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Callun Blue, David Hayman, Rebecca Night, GemmaLeah Devereux
Thriller
Peter Nicholson
Completed

TMultivisionnaire Pictures

Germaine Pena +33 4 92 99 32 07
intlsales@multivisionnaire.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand F2
Home Office tel: +1 626 737 8642

Synopsis:
A dark and atmospheric story of female friendship tested by deceit, betrayal and a terrifying past. Susan, outwardly
confident and Becky, more fragile and shy, both in their late twenties, are inseparable best friends. Before Becky’s imminent wedding,
Susan treats Becky to a holiday on the moors. However, Susan’s motives for visiting Dartmoor are far from selfless and it turns out she’s
motivated by something other than rugged landscapes. Both women have secrets they have not shared, some recent, some long past
and deeply buried. After their encounter with the handsome charming Chris, they are led into a web of mind games, sexual deceit and
betrayal. As Becky's traumatic involvement in Chris' own damaged past is revealed, a psychological journey swiftly becomes a fight for
survival.
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Paradise
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Drama
Peter Mullan
Development

TRob Roy Films

Peter Broughan +44 7595 339 665
peter@robroyfilms.co.uk
Market Office: Int'l Village Europe Pavilion 121
Home Office tel: +44 138 983 0745

Synopsis:
A major new feature film from the celebrated and award-winning director Peter Mullan. This intense family drama
is located in the Irish immigrant community in Glasgow in the 1880s. The narrative revolves around the foundation of Celtic Football
Club. The club was founded by a member of the Marist teaching order, Brother Walfrid, on an ethos of charity and social commitment.
Football was to provide funds to feed the starving children and the unemployed in the east end of Glasgow.‘On another bitingly cold
November in 1887, a hand-written circular was passed around the needy of the area. It stated simply: “A football club will be formed
for the maintenance of dinner tables for the children and the unemployed”. Eighteen words. Eighteen words that formed the
foundation of an institution the world now acclaims as Celtic Football Club.’
From the very beginning Celtic also became a powerful and unique symbol of hope and pride for these despised Irish aliens struggling
against poverty and discrimination in an aggressively unwelcoming environment.The already overburdened Irish labouring community
turned up in their droves and worked for free to build the club’s first stadium. The landlord’s extortionate rent demands forced a move
to an adjacent site in 1892. The workers did the same again here, building their own field of dreams with their sweat and toil.
Visitors to the new ground were so impressed that one journalist, noting the proximity to the Eastern Necropolis, famously commented
the move was akin to “...moving from the graveyard into Paradise" - the semi-ironic name for their “holy ground” that was quickly
adopted by the community which had established the ambitious and forward-thinking club. The narrative will focus on a family from
Donegal struggling to establish themselves in a new environment every bit as challenging as the one they had left.

The Peace Messenger
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Environmental
John Stephenson
Development

TPark Ent.

Paul Howell +44 7775 612 651
sales@parkentertainment.com
Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 7250

Synopsis:
Stella is a ten-year-old girl who lives in a warzone and all she wants is the war to stop and find peace. In a moment
of desperation, she is magically transported to a space station in the stars where she meets Zane. Together they try to teach the world
how to live together in peace.

Perfect Piece
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:
Synopsis:

Natsha James, Tim Fellingham
Comedy
Charis Orchard
Post-Production

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Marie Adler +31 068 435 45
info@adlersproductions.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand K3
Home Office tel: +1 310 684 3545

A private detective is hired to track down a missing casanova and ends up falling head--over--heels for him.

Petroleum Spirit
Cast:

TAdler & Associates Ent.

Alexandra Weaver, Dave Legeno, Jarrad Ellis
Thomas, Oliva Ryan
Black comedy
Rob Sanders
Completed

TPark Ent.

Paul Howell +44 7775 612 651
sales@parkentertainment.com
Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 7250

Synopsis:
PETROLEUM SPIRIT is a head-on collision between fantasy and reality told from the twisted world view of Errol – a
sexually repressed teenager born in the wreckage of a Lada crash. Raised in isolation by his nuclear-holocaust fearing Mother at a
remote petrol station, Errol yearns to explore the real world.
When his Mother dies in an accident, Errol learns that the Father he thought dead is alive and sets off in the Lada to find him, leaving
an unintended trail of destruction across the desolate backroads of 80′s Britain.
When he finally does reach him, Errol’s violent-tempered Father tries recruiting him to a criminal underworld, forcing Errol to choose
what kind of man he wants to be.
This thrilling odyssey burns a highly flammable cocktail of love, hate, sex and death until our moral compass is spinning and we can only
hope that Errol finds salvation.
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Pharmacide
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Thriller
Mark Hammond
Pre-Production

TParkland Pictures

Ben Mace +44 7563 877 144
info@parklandpictures.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand L16
Home Office tel: +44 20 3432 9501

Synopsis:
Synopsis It’s everywhere. Across the web, down at the local pharmacy and in Dist. chains worldwide, counterfeit medicines from the
mundane to the sophisticated are sold illicitly – and often with deadly consequences. Jakarta-based DEA agent Nick Porter’s obsession
to uncover a global trafficking network takes us into a true-to-life underworld where the greed of disease drives a two hundred billion
dollar business and the victim is all too often the innocent. A contemporary Southeast Asia-set international thriller, Pharmacide
reveals a global trafficker’s paradise where political imperatives turn a blind eye to this murder by medicine - and only one man holds
the key to bring it all down.

Phoenix
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Crime

Pre-Production

TMoonstone Ent. / Prestige Films

Etchie Stroh +1 818 239 2934
etchie@moonstonefilms.com
Market Office: Palais Lerins Stand L29
Home Office tel: +1 818 985 3003

Synopsis:
Phoenix's perfect life is turned upside down when the return of a serial killer forces her to reconnect with her past.
The fragile line between reality and dream quickly blurs as she inhabits her worst nightmare.

The Power
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Grace Vallorani, Constance Carter, Valentine Pelka,
Jonnie Hurn
Horror
Paul Hills
Completed

TMoviehouse Ent.

Gary Phillips +44 7973 627 494
info@moviehouseent.com
Market Office: Members Club Plage Royale
Home Office tel: +44 125 638 5909

Synopsis:
Abducted and imprisoned by a Cult, Magda awakens in a filthy cell. Despite hearing distant voices, her screams for
help go unanswered. She's a prisoner, seemingly without hope...
In time, she befriends another hostage, a girl who provides some comfort. However, as the weeks pass, the Cult prepares Magda for
participation in a dark ritual with demonic, religious and sexual overtones and her despair grows. Her only hope is that she’ll be
discovered by those searching for her or find some way to escape but, in the meantime, she must face an horrific and terrifying climax
to her fate.
From the Director of the Indi hit, Boston Kickout and in the vein of the Classic Horror Rosemary’s Baby comes the explosive... The
Power.

A Quiet Passion
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Cynthia Nixon, Jennifer Ehle, Keith Carradine, Emma
Bell
Drama
Terence Davies
Completed

TDouble Dutch Int'l

Mark Padilla +1 310 227 0308
info@doubledutchmedia.ca
Market Office: Grand, Goeland Entr.6th Fl
Home Office tel: +1 416 953 3212

Synopsis:
A QUIET PASSION is a film based on the life and work of the great poet Emily Dickinson. She wrote a poem a day,
but only a fraction of her output was published throughout her lifetime. She was extremely shy, but with a wry, lively sense of humour
and loved to laugh or to be made to laugh. Her friendships were intense but it was within the family that she found her greatest
happiness. Her life is one of quiet dignity. The poetry magnificent. All the terror and beauty of the world distilled down to the
quintessence of meaning and expression. She is quite simply one of the world’s greatest poets.

Rammstein Paris
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Jonas Akerlund
Completed

TNFP Marketing & Dist.

Victoire Velarde +49 171 430 3894
l.vurma@nfp.de
Home Office tel: +49 30 23 25 54 213

Synopsis:
A state-of the-art-concert-film featuring the extraordinary German band RAMMSTEIN. Directed by award winning
director Jonas Åkerlund
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Razors
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Kelby Keenan, Thomas Thoroe, Josh Myers, Kan
Bonfils, Kunjue Li, Jack Brown, Georgia Maguire, Ian
Weichardt, Vincent Depaul
Horror
Ian Powell
Post-Production

TBreaking Glass Pictures

Richard Ross +1 484 832 6166
rich@bgpics.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Marina Club H6
Home Office tel: +1 267 324 3934

Synopsis:
Razors stars Kelby Keenan, Josh Myers (AntiSocial, Bonded by Blood 2, Legend), Kunjue Li (Ripper Street) and Kan
Bonfils (Skyfall, Batman Begins).
Ruth Walker, a young writer, believes she has discovered the knives used by Jack the Ripper. Attending an intensive writing workshop
with five other students, in a crumbling Victorian building, she is challenged to write the ultimate horror movie by enigmatic
screenwriting guru, Professor Richard Wise.
But what are his motives? and what secrets are hidden inside the ancient building'. Ruth has been told that the box of knives must
never been opened, but it goes missing and the Ripper comes to life behind the building's crumbling walls.
As the screenwriters are haunted by the ghost of a Victorian girl, it seems each has a connection to the original murder mystery, but
what can it be?
Razors is an atmospheric supernatural mystery that is the first in a new horror franchise. Wherever, Jack’s knives go, his ghost follows.

Redistributors
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Alexandra Evans, Alastair Mackenzie
Thriller
Adrian Tanner
Completed

TPrinc Films

Ralitsa Trifnova +1 321 596 8182
info@princfilms.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand E1
Home Office tel: +1 763 458 1967

Synopsis:
Redistributors is a contemporary thriller charting the plight of a PR girl on the run from the military corporation
where she works. Forced to seek refuge amongst anti-capitalist outlaws – she finds that they are her only hope of destroying her
former employers…and staying alive

The Reef
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Fantasy
Phillip Donnellon
Development

TSplit Second Films

Margaret Milner Schmueck
+44 7801 541 007
contact@splitsecondfilms.com
Home Office tel: +44 193 338 2289

Synopsis:
Two brothers Vladimir and Mitja vacation with their mother in a remote seaside caravan park, but the holiday is
overshadowed by the accidental death some weeks earlier of Mitya's best friend. As the boys set forth in their varying ways, the world
of the campground and a shoreless sea come to life and is given prominence in a way never before seen in either classic works of
literature or cinema.
A band of wild beach boys called the Wrecks as each is named after a shipwreck, are referred to locally as beach pirates and are heavily
invested in role-playing games. The Wrecks hang around the campground and offer Mitya a way out of the darkness that has been
spreading inside him since the recent tragedy. A prominent character is a mysterious blonde teenage girl who like Peter Pan ultimately
bears the weight of a great responsibility. Because of her free spirit and seemingly telepathic powers, the Girl has been and continues
to be an obsession for many of the Wrecks. Mitja takes extended forays befriending several of the boys who have set up camp on the
beach. But this kingdom is not only an adventure playground for vagrants, it is a world of mysticism and magic that increasingly draws
Mitja under its spell. When battle lines become drawn Mitya must choose between loyalty to his new friends and an impossible love
affair. His choice, one way or another, will have huge consequences on the future of his relationship with his brother who has also been
enchanted by the Girl’s charms.
THE REEF is a linear story about accepting death and letting go, which as well incorporates a number of twists and turns. THE REEF will
be a timeless film with a mysticism that is sure to enchant audiences the world over. There is also a mythical element in the storyline
about what happens to the children who have left the world and been lost too early in life. The audience will be hooked right up until
the last moment when they discover what lays beyond that final cliff.

Remainder
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Tom Sturridge, Cush Jumbo, Ed Speleers, Danny
Webb, Nicholas Farrell, Arsher Ali
Drama
Omer Fast
Completed

TThe Match Factory

Thania Dimitrakopoulou +33 4 93 39 90 67
info@matchfactory.de
Market Office: 25 La Croisette
Home Office tel: +49 22 15 39 70 90

Synopsis:
Hit by a falling object in a freak accident, an unnamed man awakens from a coma with £8.5m in compensation and
his memory gone. All that remains is a fragmentary image – a small boy at the top of a stairwell in an old house, reaching out his hand
to an old lady on the floor below – which the man physically reconstructs in the hope of triggering a more complex memory. Using his
wealth, the man acquires a block of apartments and populates it with actors to play out the scene again and again and again. But as
scraps of other memories present themselves and the man becomes ever more desperate to reconnect to life, his re-enactments grow
increasingly complicated and risky, leading him to an unsolved crime and the secret of his undoing.
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The Road To Santiago
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Jody Latham
Documentary
Edu Vidal
Completed

TElixir Ent.

Carolos Martinez +33 4 92 99 32 05
kevin@elixir-ent.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand E2
Home Office tel: +65 66 22 57 52

Synopsis:
2 troubadors embark on the medieval pilgrimage from the Pyrenees across northern Spain to Galicia and the
Cathedral at Santiago de Compostela. A route well worn in the summer months by die hard believers and fun loving catholics. Here
award winning TV writer Alan Field and TV actor Jody Latham joust and jaunt their way through the month long trek, inspired by the
philosophical writings of Paolo Coelho with dreams of meeting the famed author, their carrot for completing the journey.

Rose & Roy
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Art - Culture
Adolfo Doring
Completed

TNew World Cinemas

Roberto Rizzo
Roberto@nwcfilms.com
Market Office: Palais -1 Stand 23.06
Home Office tel: +1 646 692 4592

Synopsis:
Rose & Roy is a documentary about British painters Rose Wylie and Roy Oxlade as they reflect on their past and
present. This intimate portrait captures the two years leading into a prestigious exhibition for Rose at the Tate Britain, and their fiftyfive years of marriage. The film is a meditation about love and what it means to be an artist, as life unfolds for these octogenarian
career painters.

Rowgirls
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Action/Adventure
Jim O'Hanlon
Development

TNo Sharks

Joe Kennard
joe.kennard@nosharks.co.uk
Home Office tel: +44 7768 790 000

Synopsis:
The 2004 tsunami took her brother, now Katy will take on the sea. Joined by a control freak, a daddy’s girl and a
compulsive people-pleaser, they race a rival team across 3,000 miles of ocean. Will the Atlantic take their lives or change them forever?
Four Girls. One Boat. A life-changing adventure.

Salty

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Comedy
Simon West
Pre-Production

TCarnaby Int'l Sales & Dist.

Severah Akhtar +44 7701 349 182
severah@carnabyinternational.com
Market Office: 22 La Croisette 23 Rue Mace
Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0185

Synopsis:
Set in Thailand, the story follows the experience of Turk Henry; rock star and bassist for a recently split mega
platinum music band. Married to a supermodel and rich beyond his wildest dreams, Turk finds his pampered paunch plopped on the
beach in Phuket. Turk soon discovers that Thailand is probably the last place a recovering sex addict should go on vacation. As he
struggles with monogamy, his wife is mysteriously abducted by a group of renegade, ship-less Thai pirates. Having never organised
anything more challenging than a club sandwich from room service, Turk embarks on a mission to rescue his wife. With life skills better
suited to playing bass, playing the field, and partying he is forced to navigate the back alleys of Bangkok, with hilarious escapades in the
flesh pots of Patpong. And take on ruthless bandits in the deadly jungles of South East Asia.

Samuel Street
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Sarita Joshi, Saif Thakur, Anne Adams
Social issues
Aliakbar Campwala
Completed

TArc Pictures

Aliakbar Campwala +44 7884 635 581
arcpicturesuk@gmail.com
Home Office tel: +44 7884 635 581

Synopsis:
Worldwide Premiere Screening in the Cannes Film Festival 2016.
'Samuel Street', the film revolves around the characters who live on this street which is famous for a very conservative and middle class society in Mumbai. The film portrays the life of a young man who returns home after living abroad, a mother who has strong
cultural values living independently throughout her life and a female neighbour living in the U.K combine in a series of life changing
events that unveil in this city of Mumbai.
The film follows their lives and how they are changed by the presence and absence of one another.
Will it be for better or for worse?
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Sanditon
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Holliday Grainger, Max Irons, Charlotte Rampling
Romance
Jim O' Hanlon
Pre-Production

TGoldcrest Films Int'l

Katie Irwin +1 317 796 2140
sales@goldcrestfilms.com
Market Office: 35 La Croisette 1st Fl. Apt 4
Home Office tel: +44 20 7437 8696

Synopsis:
When Charlotte Heywood is invited to spend the summer season at Sanditon she accepts immediately, intrigued to
see polite society at play in the newly fashionable sea bathing resort. Here she meets a host of classic Austen characters from the
imperious nouveau-riche Lady Denham (Rampling) to her impoverished ward Clara, and from the lecherous Sir Edward, to the dashing,
feckless Sidney Parker and his hypochondriac sisters. Like all Austen heroines, Charlotte watches the comings and goings of this selfindulgent world with increasing incredulity; but can she herself resist the attractions of the heart?

Set The Thames On Fire
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Noel Fielding, Sadie Frost, Max Bennett, Michael
Winder, Sally Phillips, Lily Loveless, David Hoyle
Black comedy,
Ben Charles Edwards
Completed

TBlonde To Black Pictures

Brett Walker +44 7596 435 788
brett@blondetoblackpictures.com
Home Office tel: +44 20 7499 7767

Synopsis:
Two boys fall through a grotesque, nightmare London, endeavoring to survive and escape, and perhaps find hope
together in this dark comedy. This darkly comic story is about the power of friendship and the thrill of adventure when you have
nothing to lose. Art, a struggling piano player and Sal, a compulsive liar, embark on a string of ludicrous escapades through a dystopian
London, ruled over by a grotesque and tyrannical Impresario. Plagued by unease and discomfort, their friendship strengthens their
resolve to escape the oppressive regime. On their adventures they encounter a deranged Magician (Hoyle), an anarchist witch (Phillips)
and The Impresario’s twisted right-hand man (Fielding) leading to a final showdown with the despotic ruler himself.

Scottish Mussel
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Martin Compston, Talulah Riley, Morgan Watkins,
Joe Thomas, Paul Brannigan
Comedy
Talulah Riley
Completed

TMoviehouse Ent.

Gary Phillips +44 7973 627 494
info@moviehouseent.com
Market Office: Members Club Plage Royale
Home Office tel: +44 125 638 5909

Synopsis:
Ritchie is a Glaswegian chancer with low hopes and no prospects. Disillusioned with city life, he goes undercover at
a Highland conservation centre to make his fortune as an illegal pearl fisher with the help of his two hapless and accident prone mates,
Danny and Fraser. Here he meets Beth, a pretty English conservationist passionate about saving endangered mussels from the clutches
of pearl thieves in the Scottish Highlands. Falling for her instantly, Ritchie must beat off competition in the form of Highland Ranger
Ethan, a smooth talking American Adonis convinced that Beth can't resist his charms forever. After the success of pearl fishing attracts
the unwanted attentions of old school Glaswegian mobster Gavin and his work at the centre leads him to question his true motivations,
Ritchie must risk life and limb to save the Highlands from ecological disaster and win Beth's heart.

The Show Of Shows: 100 Years Of Vaudeville,
Circuses And Carnivals
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Benedikt Erlingsson
Completed

TDogwoof

Ana Vicente +44 7506 104 903
info@dogwoof.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Marina Club H6
Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244

Synopsis:
This film tells the story of itinerant circus performers, cabaret acts and fairground attractions. In this film, rarities
and never-before seen footage of fairgrounds, circus entertainment, freak shows, variety performances, music hall and seaside
entertainment are chronicled from the 19th and 20th century accompanied by a original score from Sigur Ros.

Slumber
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Thriller
Jonathan Hopkins
Pre-Production

TGoldcrest Films Int'l

Katie Irwin +1 317 796 2140
sales@goldcrestfilms.com
Market Office: 35 La Croisette 1st Fl. Apt 4
Home Office tel: +44 20 7437 8696

Synopsis:
Slumber tells the story of Alice, a rationally minded sleep doctor, who is forced to abandon scientific reason and
accept a family is being terrorised by a parasitic demon which has existed in every human culture since records began. Paralysing
victims as they sleep, the ‘Night Hag’ is the original Nightmare.
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Slumgods
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Lucy Walker
Pre-Production

TGaleforce Films

Sonita Gale +44 7956 602 898
sonita@galeforcefilms.co.uk
Home Office tel: +44 7956 602 898

Synopsis:
Directed by Oscar-nominated Lucy Walker (The Crash Reel, Waste Land), SlumGods is a feature-length, verité
musical documentary following a young hip-hop crew who’ve developed a highly elaborate and impressive mash up of Indian culture
and American hip-hop. They live in one of the biggest and most notorious slums in the world – Dharavi, Mumbai – and we’re giving
them the tools needed to make an autobiographical film in order to get a first hand account of how street dance offers them meaning
and a chance for them to participate in the wider world.

Spitfire Liberator: The Alex Herbst Story
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Alex Herbst
Documentary
Slawomir Ciok
Completed

TSilver Sword Int'l

Michael A Calace
admin@silverswordintl.com
Market Office: Int'l Village Quebec Pavilion 129
Home Office tel: +1 514 635 1222

Synopsis:
Veteran WWII fighter pilot Alex Herbst changes his Spitfire for a Dreamliner to see again the best places of his past:
New York, London, Sydney. This feel good trip combines tragic memories in the back of his mind, whereby emotions and unexpected
turning points illustrates the life path of his generation, as such forgotten heroes and good people have lost everything, but not the
faith in a better future for them and for the world.

The Spoiler
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Harry Eden, Perry Fitzpatrick, Keith Dunphy
Thriller
Katherine Collins
Completed

TMC Film Consultants

Mili Cumic +44 7810 520 101
mili@cumic.fsnet.co.uk
Market Office: Int'l Village Czech Pavilion 133
Home Office tel: +44 7810 520 101

Synopsis:
The dysfunctional Darmoody family make a dubious descent into crime when they convince their youngest brother
to be a part in his own fake kidnapping.

Starfish
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Joanne Froggatt, Tom Riley
True Story
Bill Clark
Post-Production

TThe Little Film Company

Elie Mechoulam +44 7710 305 326
info@thelittlefilmcompany.com
Market Office: Grand, Bengali Entr.- Apt. 2D
Home Office tel: +1 818 762 6999

Synopsis:
Tom and Nicola’s happy suburban lives change forever when Tom contracts a devastating bacterial infection.
Starfish is a moving, inspirational story of love, and the incredible strength people find when confronted by the unimaginable.

The Stolen
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Richard O'Brien, Alice Eve, Jack Davenport
Road movie
Niall Johnson
Pre-Production

T4Square Films

Billy Hurman
billyhurman@4sqf.com
Market Office: Grand, Albatros Entr. 3rd Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 7956 578 093

Synopsis:
Young Charlotte Lockton has settled in the North Island with her wealthy husband, David. But her life’s dreams are
shattered when he’s murdered on their farm and her baby son is kidnapped. A month after paying a ransom, frustrated with the apathy
of the authorities and distrusting of her staff, she decides to track him down on her own.
And so begins her journey through the wilds of an untamed New Zealand. She comes into contact with Villains, Suffragettes, Hustlers,
Chinese Grocers and native Maori Warriors. And she’s forced to join a convoy of Whores, Dancers and Ex-Cons heading for the rough
mining community of Goldtown.
There she meets Joshua McCullen, the owner of the mining town: a man who is key to uncovering the truth behind the disappearance
of her son, forcing her to fight to the death for what she holds most dear.

Stratton: First Into Action
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:
Synopsis:

Dominic Cooper, Gemma Chan, Austin Stowell, Tyler
Hoechlin, Connie Nielson, Sir Derek Jacobi, Jake
Fairbrother
Action/Adventure
Simon West
Completed

TGFM Films

Edoardo Bussi +44 7903 317 408
edoardo@gfmfilms.co.uk
Market Office: Grand 10th Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300

A British Special Boat Service commando tracks down an international terrorist cell.
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A Street Cat Named Bob
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Luke Treadaway, Ruta Gedmintas, Anthony Head,
Joanne Froggatt
Drama
Roger Spottiswoode
Production

TThe Exchange

Nathaniel McCormick +1 310 804 3298
info@theexchange.ws
Market Office: 4 La Croisette 2nd
Home Office tel: +1 310 935 3760

Synopsis:
When James Bowen found an injured, ginger street cat curled up in the hallway of his homeless shelter, he had no
idea just how much his life was about to change. James was living hand-to-mouth on the streets of London and the last thing he
needed was a pet. Yet James couldn't resist helping the strikingly intelligent tom cat, whom he quickly christened Bob. He slowly
nursed Bob back to health and then sent the cat on his way, imagining he would never see him again. But Bob had other ideas. Soon
the two were inseparable and their diverse, comic and occasionally dangerous adventures would transform both their lives, slowly
healing the scars of each other's troubled pasts.

Streetdance Family
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Adam Tysoe
Completed

T4Square Films

Billy Hurman
billyhurman@4sqf.com
Market Office: Grand, Albatros Entr. 3rd Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 7956 578 093

Synopsis:
STREETDANCE FAMILY is one of those films that does not come along very often - like SPELLBOUND or MAD HOT
BALLROOM - it is a heart-warming gem of a film for all of the family and one you really won't want to miss it!
STREETDANCE FAMILY is a fantastic, completely compelling documentary about ENTITY, a street dance phenomenon that everyone will
surely love!
After their incredible opening performance in the 2015 Final of Britain's Got Talent in front of over 13 million viewers, ENTITY, are now
the UK's most successful and controversial under sixteen dance crew and they are also the stars of STREETDANCE FAMILY. This film is
the captivating story of their journey to the IDO World Championships 2014 which is fraught with difficulties and emotion as they
battle to overcome the many challenges that face them in their bid for glory on the world stage.
Filmed in a true, direct cinema 'fly on the wall' style over 9 months, this epic and exciting story follows ENTITY from their training room
to national and international competitions.
STREETDANCE FAMILY gives us a unique and heartfelt insight into the lives of the trainers, the kids and their families as they lay
everything on the line, hoping to achieve their dream of world championship glory.

Streetdance India
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Social issues

Pre-Production

TGaleforce Films

Sonita Gale +44 7956 602 898
sonita@galeforcefilms.co.uk
Home Office tel: +44 7956 602 898

Synopsis:
StreetDance India is third in the record-breaking UK film franchise that follows the antics of Carly and her dance
crew Breakin’ Point. When they travel to India to take place in the World StreetDance Championships, they find themselves exposed to
a much larger world of conflict, where dance for India's street kids can sometimes be a matter of life and death, and the only way out
of a life of poverty.

Struggle
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Asia Argento, Anupam Kher, Amaan Reza, Dilruba
Ruhee Yashmeen
Drama
Munsur Ali
Completed

TMC Film Consultants

Mili Cumic +44 7810 520 101
mili@cumic.fsnet.co.uk
Market Office: Int'l Village Czech Pavilion 133
Home Office tel: +44 7810 520 101

Synopsis:
A daring English reporter interviews an old freedom fighter, who reveals his past and involvement during the 1971
Bangladesh liberation war.
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The Summer Of The Goat
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Jim Sturgess, Katharine McPhee
Comedy
Nick Cohen
Pre-Production

TIrregular Features

Mark Forstater +45 7771 665 382
mforstater@msn.com
Market Office: Int'l Village Europe Pavilion 121
Home Office tel: +44 7771 665 382

Synopsis:
Daniel(32), who has recently lost his brother, leaves London to shoot a half-baked promo for a tiny Greek island. His
Greek fixer – Elias (59), has ambitions to present on TV and re-brand Greece. Daniel ends up filming Elias’ family, ex-girlfriends,
livestock and musings on Greek civilization. Daniel’s camera stumbles upon gorgeous Californian Anna(33) singing. The pair have
chemistry but Daniel withdraws, learning of Anna’s alpha-male fiancee. Alcoholic hellraiser - Don(45) and eccentric painter Mark(40)
lead Daniel into mischief – drunkenly storming the hilltop monastery and seducing sexy yoga teacher Erika(29). Urged to express his
feelings, Daniel musters courage only to find Anna making wedding plans. Disappointed, Daniel films dramatic coastal cave churches.
Anna, upset that fiancee Johnny has forgotten her birthday, accompanies Daniel and empathises, holding his hand.This intimacy is
shattered when good-looking charmer Johnny(40) appears, looking to atone with fancy necklace. At the port, the group bid Daniel
farewell, including Anna and Johnny. The pair are not speaking, the necklace is gone. They have an explosive row.Anna jumps on the
departing ferry; shyly joking that she could sing his soundtrack and quietly adding that she can’t say goodbye. The couple kiss as they
sail into the sparkling Aegean.

Sunset Song
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Agyness Deyn, Kevin Guthrie, Peter Mullan, Stuart
Martin
Drama
Terence Davies
Completed

TFortissimo Films

Nicole Mackey +44 7966 443 475
market@fortissimo.nl
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, 7F Bell 25
Home Office tel: +312 06 27 32 15

Synopsis:
Set in the early 20th century, SUNSET SONG begins with a suicide attempt; that of a poverty stricken woman in
Scotland, broken by repeated childbirths, who kills herself and poisons her twin babies. The story follows one of the woman’s
daughters, Chris Guthrie, who must manage the farm after her mother’s death and after her father, who has had a stroke, becomes
bedridden (though also eager for an incestuous relationship with her). But when love comes to Chris she must send her man off to the
Great War and manage the farm in a land about to be changed forever by the onset of Technology and War. How can we bear time, or
subdue nature? We cannot. We can only endure...

Supersonic
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary

Pre-Production

TIndependent

Nada Cirjanic +33 4 93 38 29 10
mail@independentfilmcompany.com
Market Office: 23 Rue Macé Numa Bianca 2nd Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734

Synopsis:
From the makers of AMY and SENNA, Director Mat Whitecross's film uses rare, unseen and exclusive interviews to
tell the story of Oasis in all its intense and volatile glory. "The funny thing is, after all that fucking mouthing off about how we were
going to be the biggest band in the world, we actually went and did it...and it was a piece of piss" - Noel Gallagher

The Survivalist
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Martin McCann, Mia Goth, Andrew Simpson, Olwen
Fouere, Barry Ward
Thriller
Stephen Fingleton
Completed

TK5 Media Group

Carl Clifton +33 67 725 7262
info@k5international.com
Market Office: Grand Le Jardin du Grand (Shop)
Home Office tel: +49 89 37 50 55 90

Synopsis:
A time of starvation. The Survivalist lives off a small plot of land hidden deep in forest, protecting his crop from
intruders with his shotgun and improvised traps. But the long years alone have taken their toll on him, and he is beginning to lose his
grip on reality.
Everything changes when a starving woman and her teenage daughter discover the farm. Desperate for food and board, the mother
offers up her daughter to spend the night with him in return for bed and board. Overcome with desire, Survivalist breaks his strict code
of self-preservation and accepts them into his cabin. As the exchange becomes an uneasy ongoing arrangement, the women plot to get
rid off Survivalist and have the farm for themselves.
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Swallows And Amazons
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Rafe Spall, Kelly Macdonald, Gwendoline Christie
Family
Philippa Lowthorpe
Completed

THanway Films

Mark Lane +33 4 93 99 16 14
info@hanwayfilms.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, 1st Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750

Synopsis:
Set over an idyllic English summer holiday, the four Walker children and their sailing rivals, the Blacketts, run amok
in their boats against the stunning backdrop of the Lake District.
The Walkers sail the agile Swallow and the Blacketts commandeer The Amazon, making camp on a nearby island. Their world is one of
imagination – filled with pirates and canons, where boats are captured and the enemy has to walk the plank.
But when family friend, Uncle Jim is revealed to be a spy, our motley crew are forced to put down their imaginary swords and band
together to protect him from his Soviet enemies.
In the vein of Nim’s Island, Swallows and Amazons is an inspiring adventure for all the family, based on Arthur Ransome’s beloved
children’s classics.

A Syrian Love Story
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Sean Mcallister
Completed

TCat & Docs

Catherine Le Clef +33 6 33 64 86 02
cat@catndocs.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand H8
Home Office tel: +33 1 44 61 77 48

Synopsis:
Amer met Ragda, when both were locked up in a Syrian jail for speaking out against an oppressive regime. Twenty
years and four sons later, filmmaker Sean McAllister comes into their lives, as Amer is waiting for Ragda, who has once again been
imprisoned. When she is unexpectedly released, the family is overjoyed - they need her, particularly three year-old Bob. McAllister and
his subjects' lives become irrevocably intertwined when McAllister himself is jailed, and footage of the family is confiscated. Amer and
Ragda must flee overnight to Lebanon, with nothing but their children. McAllister follows their story over five turbulent years, as they
struggle to find their feet as refugees; Ragda in particular can't bear to be away from Syria in its hour of greatest need. As they watch
Syria descend into chaos, they struggle to repair their troubled relationship. A powerful, moving story of family and exile from one of
the UK's most talented independent filmmakers.

Tank 432 (AKA Belly Of The Bulldog)
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Rupert Evans, Michael Smiley, April Pearson, Steve
Garry, Deirdre Mullins, Gordon Kennedy
Thriller
Nick Gillespie
Completed

TKaleidoscope Film Dist.

Daniel Cooper +44 7590 316 488
sales@kaleidoscopefilmDist..com
Market Office: Palais Lerins Stand L21
Home Office tel: +44 20 3397 4410

Synopsis:
On the run and with nowhere to hide, a group of mercenaries find themselves surrounded by an unidentified
enemy. As gunfire hails down and their mysterious pursuers begin to close in, they must keep moving to find safe shelter.
The only chance of survival is to hide inside an abandoned tank discovered by inexperienced soldier, Reeves (Rupert Evans - Hell Boy,
The Boy, Man in the High Castle). Once holed up inside the tank, they quickly discover the hatch is jammed and there is no way out.
As the mercenaries begin their desperate search for anything that may aid their escape, they fall upon a shocking discovery:
confidential files on dozens of soldiers; all listed as missing in action. Within those listed, are their own names.
As discoveries are made inside the tank and they struggle to keep the forces outside at bay, little do they realise the real enemy is
already amongst them, locked inside Tank 432.

Teen Star Academy
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

John Savage, Blanca Blanco, Bret Roberts
Comedy
Cristian Scardigno
Completed

TMovie On Pictures & Ent.

Juliana Foganholi +44 7501 804 310
office@movieon.co.uk
Home Office tel: +44 20 3206 1357

Synopsis:
Becoming a ''Star'' is often the dream of many kids and young guys, or the fulfillment of the parent's ''missed
dreams'' and so here we are, in a very special School called "Teen star academy"......where dreams come true.

Tennessee Honey
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Justyna Kelley
Thriller
Zachary Miller
Development

T2 Bulls On The Hill Prod.

Zachary James Miller +33 6 40 10 85 38
zacharyjames@hotmail.com
Market Office: Villa La Croix Des Gardes
Home Office tel: +33 1 42 26 10 89

Synopsis:
There's a discreet civil war brewing inside the CIA. Rogue elements inside "the company" have perfected total mind
control drugs and super soldiers and are about to begin their quest for complete world domination. Paris-based American C.I.A covert
agent, code named "Tennessee Honey", and her allies armed with information from a former CIA bacteriologist turned whistle blower,
have to take out the rogue elements before the human population is turned into hordes of docile mind controlled slaves policed by
battalions of super soldiers and ruled by an aggressive psychotic elite group of would be dictators. This is an International action spy
thriller that spans Paris, Berlin, London, and the US.
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The Tentmaster's Daughter
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Drama
Isabel Anderton
Development

TPatchwork Prod.

Christine Hartland
christine@patchwork-productions.co.uk
Home Office tel: +44 20 8378 1455

Synopsis:
Based on a true story, a young teenager flees to a traveling UK circus in hope of re-establishing a relationship with
her farther, a tentmaster, who left the family when she was just a little girl.

Terminal
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Margot Robbie
Thriller
Vaughn Stein
Production

THighland Film Group

Laura Voros +1 310 384 7554
sales@highlandfilmgroup.com
Market Office: 7 La Croisette Apt 202
Home Office tel: +1 310 271 8400

Synopsis:
In this sexy noir thriller, when two hit men agree to a borderline suicide mission for a mysterious employer and a
high paycheck, they find that a dynamic woman named Annie (Margot Robbie) may be more involved than they had originally
suspected.

This Beautiful Fantastic
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:
Synopsis:
widower.

Jessica Brown Findlay, Tom Wilkinson, Andrew
Scott, Jeremy Irvine
Fantasy
Simon Aboud
Completed

A young woman who dreams of being a children's author makes an unlikely friendship with a cantankerous, rich old

Tierra Caliente
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TAmbi Dist.

JJ Nugent +1 925 389 1639
office@ambiDist..com
Market Office: Palais Lerins Stand L-17
Home Office tel: +1 310 274 2000

Christianne Oliveira
Crime
Laura Plancarte
Completed

TNew Gold Group

Serena Lastrucci +39 331 7032077
newgoldgroup@gmail.com
Market Office: Majestic Italian Pavillon
Home Office tel: +39 34 8765 0618

Synopsis:
TIERRA CALIENTE is the story of an ordinary family in the state of Guerrero, Mexico. As they go about their normal
lives, they are caught in the crossfire between the Narco drug cartels and the military.

Tiger Raid
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Brian Gleeson, Damien Molony, Sofia Boutella
Thriller
Simon Dixon
Completed

TBankside Films

Jake Riley-Hunte +33 4 93 39 73 43
films@bankside-films.com
Market Office: 55 La Croisette 6th Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 20 7636 6085

Synopsis:
Joe and Paddy are members of a private security crew working in the Middle East. They have been assigned to
kidnap the daughter of a powerful man as part of a major robbery - a Tiger Raid.
We meet them as they travel through the inhospitable desert on their way to execute the raid. Joe, the older of the two, carries a
brutal and unrepentant view of the world, defined by fear and adoration of their invisible but omnipresent boss. Paddy is younger and
recklessly ambitious, hungry to progress through the ranks of the crew. Neither man trusts the other as they tell half truths and stories
of previous victories in a battle to determine who controls this increasingly volatile situation.
As the raid progresses, deeply hidden truths about both men¹s pasts are revealed, fracturing their already fragile relationship and
forcing them to face up to who they really are in order to survive its violent and shocking conclusion.
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Tommy's Honour
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Peter Mullan, Jack Lowden, Ophelia Lovibond, Sam
Neill
Drama
Jason Connery
Completed

TTimeless Films

Rebecaa Kamp
rebecca@timelessfilms.co.uk
Market Office: Motor Yacht Bettina Jetee Albert
Edouard
Home Office tel: +44 7760 786 625

Synopsis:
In every generation, a torch passes from father to son. And that timeless dynamic is the beating heart of Tommy's
Honour – an intimate, powerfully moving tale of the real-life founders of the modern game of golf.
Set in St. Andrews, Scotland during the hidebound Victorian era, the story opens in 1866 as 15-year-old Tommy Morris (Jack Lowden)
heads to the links with his father, Tom Morris (Peter Mullan). Already a legend, “Old Tom” is greens-keeper for the Royal & Ancient golf
club, where he established the standard of 18 holes per round; as well as the town’s club- and ball-maker; and thrice winner of the first
major golf tournament, the Open Championship – which he founded in 1860.
Tom Morris has secured his place in the history of the ancient game. But Tommy will soon outshine him, retiring the Open’s prize
Championship Belt while still in his teens (by winning it three times in a row), and, as the “dashing young man of golf,” drawing flocks of
spectators to the sport and becoming its first touring pro.
Despite their shared passion, father and son repeatedly clash over the unwritten rules of social class, culminating in Tommy’s marriage
to a woman of lower standing with a shameful secret in her past. Tommy’s beloved wife Meg (Ophelia Lovibond) figures in this true
story’s climax, as Tom makes a fatal misjudgement that strips Tommy of everything he holds dear. From the ashes of that fateful
choice, Old Tom rises to a mission that carries him through the final decades of his life: Honouring Tommy.

The Tormented
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Matt Patresi, Marnie Baxter, Bruce McGuire
Horror
Tim Pickett Pickett
Post-Production

TMC Film Consultants

Mili Cumic +44 7810 520 101
mili@cumic.fsnet.co.uk
Market Office: Int'l Village Czech Pavilion 133
Home Office tel: +44 7810 520 101

Synopsis:
A young English couple move to Calabria to get over the death of their son only to become embroiled with a
supernatural Mafia cult.

Trespass Against Us
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Michael Fassbender, Brendan Gleeson
Crime
Adam Smith
Post-Production

TProtagonist Pictures

George Hamilton +33 4 93 39 30 70
info@protagonistpictures.com
Market Office: Grand, Ibis Entr.7th Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000

Synopsis:
Adrenalin-fuelled film about Chad Cutler (Michael Fassbender), struggling to choose between loyalty to his father
(Brendan Gleeson) and hope for his children. Music by The Chemical Brothers.

The Trip To Spain
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Steve Coogan, Rob Brydon
Comedy
Michael Winterbottom
Pre-Production

TGoalpost Film

Tristan Whalley 44 7771 966 190
tristan@goalpostfilm.com
Market Office: Grand, Flamant Entr.4th Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 20 7585 3232

Synopsis:
Michael Winterbottom is on the road for the third time with Steve Coogan and Rob Brydon in ‘The Trip To Spain’,
the follow up to their success with ‘The Trip’ and ‘The Trip To Italy’.

Una

Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Rooney Mara, Ben Mendelsohn, Riz Ahmed
Drama
Benedict Andrews
Post-Production

TWestEnd Films

Neta Rena Mor +33 4 93 30 00 19
info@westendfilms.com
Market Office: Gray D'Albion, Entr. C
Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300

Synopsis:
'Una', based on David Harrower's play 'Blackbird', follows a young woman’s journey to reclaim her past. Fifteen
years earlier, Una ran away with an older man, Ray, a crime for which he was arrested and imprisoned. When she comes across a photo
of him in a trade magazine, Una tracks him down and turns up at his workplace. Her abrupt arrival threatens to destroy Ray’s new life
and derail her stability. Unspoken secrets and buried memories surface as Una and Ray sift through the wreckage of the past. Their
confrontation raises unanswered questions and unresolved longings. It will shake them both to the core. Una gazes into the heart of a
devastating form of love and asks if redemption is possible.
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Uncle Howard
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Madonna Ciccone, Jim Jarmusch, William Burroughs,
Brad Gooch, Howard Brookner
Biography
Aaron Brookner
Completed

TUpside Dist.

Séverine Garusso +33 6 89 33 69 97
contact@upsidetelevision.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand H8
Home Office tel: +33 1 58 47 87 71

Synopsis:
When Howard Brookner lost his life to AIDS in 1989, the 35-year-old director had completed two feature
documentaries and was in post-production on his narrative debut, Bloodhounds of Broadway. Twenty-five years later, his nephew,
Aaron, sets out on a quest to find the lost negative of Burroughs: The Movie, his uncle's critically-acclaimed portrait of legendary author
William S. Burroughs. When Aaron uncovers Howard's extensive archive in Burroughs’ bunker, it not only revives the film for a new
generation, but also opens a vibrant window on New York City’s creative culture from the 1970s and ‘80s, and inspires a wide-ranging
exploration of his beloved uncle's legacy.

Under The Shadow
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Narges Rashidi, Avin Manshadi, Bobby Naderi, Ray
Haratian, Arash Marandi
Horror
Babak Anvari
Completed

TXYZ Films

Scott Freije +1 317 752 6089
info@xyzfilms.com
Home Office tel: +1 310 956 1550

Synopsis:
Tehran, 1988: As the Iran-Iraq War rumbles into its eighth year, a mother and daughter are slowly torn apart by the
bombing campaigns on the city coupled with the country's bloody revolution. As they struggle to stay together amidst these terrors, a
mysterious evil stalks through their apartment.

A United Kingdom
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

David Oyelowo, Rosamund Pike
Drama
Amma Asante
Post-Production

TPathe Int'l

Themba Bhebhe +33 1 71 72 33 05
sales@patheinternational.com
Market Office: Grand, Ibis Entr.- Apartment 4A/E
Home Office tel: +44 20 7323 5151

Synopsis:
A UNITED KINGDOM is an epic love story based on extraordinary true events. In 1947, Seretse Khama, the 26 year
old King of Botswana, fell in love with Ruth Williams, a 24 year old London office worker.
Their marriage was opposed not only by their respective families but also by the British and South African governments. But Seretse
and Ruth defied family, apartheid and Empire – their love triumphed over every obstacle flung in their way and in so doing they
inspired the world.

Unlocked
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:
Synopsis:

Noomi Rapace, Michael Douglas, Orlando Bloom,
John Malkovich, Toni Collette
Thriller
Michael Apted
Post-Production

A CIA interrogator is lured into a ruse that puts London at risk of a biological attack.

Urban Hymn
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

TBloom

Mallory Thomasson
info@bloom-media.com
Market Office: 101 Rue d'Antibes
Home Office tel: +1 323 510 3330

Shirley Henderson, Letitia Wright, Isabella
Laughland, Billy Brag
Drama
Michael Caton-Jones
Completed

TMetro Int'l Ent.

Samuel Hall +44 7527 970 064
sales@metro-films.com
Market Office: 23 Rue Mace 4th Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301

Synopsis:
URBAN HYMN, is a redemptive coming of age story which follows a neglected and wayward teen, Jamie, whose
incredible singing voice offers her an escape to a better life until she finds her loyalties torn between her inspiring, unconventional care
worker and her possessive and volatile best friend.

Van Gogh
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Famke Janssen, Vanessa Paradis
Biography
Daniel Fridell
Pre-Production

TKalliope Films

Emiel Pijnaker +33 7 54 51 17 65
info@kalliopefilms.com
Home Office tel:

Synopsis:
A feature film biopic about the tumultuous and exciting life of Dutch painter, Vincent Van Gogh. The filmmakers
have spent over 7 years researching Van Gogh's life in preparation for the film. New information about the iconic painter will be
unveiled for the first time in the movie.
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Versus: The Life And Films Of Ken Loach
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Louise Osmond
Completed

TDogwoof

Ana Vicente +44 7506 104 903
info@dogwoof.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Marina Club H6
Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244

Synopsis:
Vs. is a funny, provocative and revealing account of the life and career of one of Britain’s foremost filmmakers, Ken
Loach, as he turns eighty and looks back at over fifty years of filmmaking.

Viceroy's House
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Hugh Bonneville, Gillian Anderson
Drama
Gurinder Chadha
Pre-Production

TPathe Int'l

Themba Bhebhe +33 1 71 72 33 05
sales@patheinternational.com
Market Office: Grand, Ibis Entr.- Apartment 4A/E
Home Office tel: +44 20 7323 5151

Synopsis:
Viceroy’s House in Delhi was the glorious home of the British rulers of India. For 6 months in 1947, Lord
Mountbatten assumed the post of the last Viceroy, charged with returning India to the Indians. He lived upstairs together with his wife
and daughter. Downstairs lived their 5,000 Hindu, Muslim and Sikh servants. As the political elite took their seats upstairs to wrangle
over the birth of independent India, conflict erupted throughout the House. In a moment of history that demands to be wider
understood, a catastrophic decision was taken that continues to shake our world.

The Victors
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Edmund Kingsley
Action/Adventure
Mike Ogden
Pre-Production

TEcaveo Capital Partners

Paul Forrest +44 20 7193 8913
info@ecaveo.com
Market Office: Int'l Village US Pavilion 132
Home Office tel: +44 20 7193 8903

Synopsis:
A lone S.O.E. agent codenamed 'Charlie' fights his way south through enemy territory to complete his mission,
discovering the brutal reality of this war, revealing wounds that are deeper than cuts, discovering if one man make a difference or
drown in his nightmares?

The Walk
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Sonita Gale
Pre-Production

TGaleforce Films

Sonita Gale +44 7956 602 898
sonita@galeforcefilms.co.uk
Home Office tel: +44 7956 602 898

Synopsis:
"The Walk" is a feature-length documentary about the partition of British India told through the eyes of the men
and women uprooted from their homes and forced to embark on what became the largest mass-migration in history. For them, it was a
journey fraught with danger. By retracing their steps, we will gain more personal perspectives of India's independence, and new
insights into the refugee experience. As those who lived through independence near the end of their lives, now is the time to hear what
they have to say.

War On Everyone
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Garrett Hedlund, Michael Peña
Comedy
John Michael Mcdonagh
Completed

TBankside Films

Jake Riley-Hunte +33 4 93 39 73 43
films@bankside-films.com
Market Office: 55 La Croisette 6th Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 20 7636 6085

Synopsis:
A jet-black comedy about two corrupt cops in New Mexico who set out to blackmail and frame every criminal
unfortunate enough to cross their path. Things take a sinister turn, however, when they try to intimidate someone who is more
dangerous than they are. Or is he?

Was Shakespeare English?
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Alicia Maksimova
Completed

TSirena Global Prod.

Alicia Maksimova
info@sirenaglobalproductions.com
Home Office tel:

Synopsis:
An enthralling, provocative docu-journey in search of the real William Shakespeare. Russian-born, British-based
director Alicia Maksimova takes the spectator on a fascinating voyage which starts in the Strait of Messina, continues in Venice, Verona
and England and returns to Sicily...
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We Are X
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Stephen Kijak
Completed

TMongrel Int'l

Chantal Chateauneuf +1 514 912 8983
international@mongrelmedia.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand L12
Home Office tel: +1 416 516 9775

Synopsis:
X Japan was formed by childhood friends, Yoshiki and Toshi, who ignited a musical revolution in Japan during the
late 80’s with their melodic metal and flamboyant fashion. With more than 30 million albums sold worldwide, X is the most successful
rock band in Japanese history. However, their success never translated to the West, despite influencing many popular American bands.
In the fall of 1997, at the height of their success, X broke up - devastating millions of fans and leaving enigmatic leader Yoshiki to battle
physical and spiritual demons in a solitary campaign to bring their music to the world.
Almost twenty years after the tragedy-fueled split, the band prepares to reunite for a show at the legendary Madison Square Garden
while struggling to reconcile a haunted past with the insatiable thirst for perfection that has made them legendary. WE ARE X is the
story of the most influential band in the world that you've never heard of…yet.

We Still Steal The Old Way
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Ian Ogilvy, Billy Murray, Patrick Bergin, Julian Glover
Action/Adventure
Sacha Bennett
Completed

TGFM Evolution

Edoardo Bussi +44 7903 317 408
edoardo@gfmfilms.co.uk
Market Office: Grand 10th Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300

Synopsis:
The Archer Gang are back and doing what they do best - a daring heist in the heart of London, executed with
precision...right up to the point when the armed police come crashing in.
Remanded in a notorious prison their true agenda is revealed. The robbery was staged as a cover to break out their old friend and
mentor, crime boss George Briggs. Inside, they find themselves in the middle of opposing gang factions, even more so when an arch
enemy is transferred in.
The scum of A-Wing unite to unleash hell, both sides pitching themselves against one another in a bloody, deadly, chaotic fight. The
Archer Gang survive and use the ensuing chaos to escape, but Briggs is killed.
As the gang compose themselves, we catch up with them in Europe where they give one banker a much needed lesson in stealing...the
old way.

Weapon
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Christopher Hatherall
Thriller
Simon Tate
Post-Production

TMC Film Consultants

Mili Cumic +44 7810 520 101
mili@cumic.fsnet.co.uk
Market Office: Int'l Village Czech Pavilion 133
Home Office tel: +44 7810 520 101

Synopsis:
Whilst seeking support for his PTSD an ex-soldier unwittingly becomes the subject of a secret program to escalate
the War on Terror.

What About Me?
Genre:
Director:
Status:
Synopsis:

Documentary
Susan Douglas
Completed

A six year journey, investigating an illness 20 million suffer from, with no cure!

What Our Fathers Did: My Nazi Legacy
Genre:
Director:
Status:

TAdler & Associates Ent.

Marie Adler +31 068 435 45
info@adlersproductions.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand K3
Home Office tel: +1 310 684 3545

Historical
David Evans
Completed

TFilm Sales Company

Lucas Verga
contact@filmsalescorp.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand H8
Home Office tel: +1 212 481 5020

Synopsis:
World famous human rights lawyer and genocide expert, Phillipe Sands retraces the steps of two high ranking Nazi
officers who ordered the incineration of the entire Jewish population of a small village, which happened to be Sands' hometown and as
a result, murdered most of his family. He is accompanied on his journey by one son of each officer and together these three men
confront stark truths which lead to revelations none of the three could have imagined.

White Island
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Lyndon Ogbourne, Joel Dommett, Billy Boyd, Billy
Zane
Drama
Benjamin Turner
Completed

TIndependent

Nada Cirjanic +33 4 93 38 29 10
mail@independentfilmcompany.com
Market Office: 23 Rue Macé Numa Bianca 2nd Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7257 8734

Synopsis:
Ex DJ Connor is making his way in London, but is forced back to Ibiza to rescue his best friend Dex from the
seductive danger of the White Island.
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Who Killed Nelson Nutmeg?
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Bonnie Wright, Hattie Gotobed, Jamie Lee-Hill
Children's
Tim Clague
Completed

TEvolutionary Films

Ross Boyask +44 7896 722 778
info@evolutionaryfilms.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand F14
Home Office tel: +44 20 8215 3340

Synopsis:
Four intrepid friends go on what they think will be a normal summer camp holiday, but the plot thickens when the
camp mascot, Nelson Nutmeg, mysteriously disappears and they soon begin to suspect that the furry mascot has been murdered! But
this is only part of a wider mystery and the kids have the adventure of their lives trying to find out Who Killed Nelson Nutmeg?

Who's Gonna Love Me Now?
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Documentary
Tomer Heymann
Completed

TAutlook Filmsales

Salma Abdalla +43 7 203 469 34
salma@autlookfilms.com
Market Office: Palais Riviera Stand K6
Home Office tel: +43 676 900 3771

Synopsis:
Saar found exile in vibrant London from his conservative Israeli family. Diagonsed with HIV he fails all expectations
of his extend family, but his wish to return keeps growing. The story beautifully unfolds when their struggle to overcome their
prejudices starts to succeed. Acclaimed Heymann Brothers pieced an highly accessible and powerful meta-documentary about our own
reservations.

Winter
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Tommy Flanagan, Tom Payne, Stacy Martin, Judith
Godreche
Drama
Heidi Greensmith
Completed

TCarnaby Int'l Sales & Dist.

Severah Akhtar +44 7701 349 182
severah@carnabyinternational.com
Market Office: 22 La Croisette 23 Rue Mace
Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0185

Synopsis:
Forty something, foul-mouthed and aggressive, with an unquenchable thirst for booze and fags; Woods Weston
appears to be a hopeless case. The once charismatic, artistic and loving husband and father is on the brink of emotional breakdown
following the death of his wife. He must find a way to come to terms with his grief to save his relationship with his sons. A deeply
moving and visually arresting story of love, loss and family bonds.

World War Dead
Cast:
Genre:
Director:
Status:

Kasey Barnfield, Wendy Glenn, Ray Panthaki
Horror
Freddie Hutton Mills
Completed

TGFM Evolution

Edoardo Bussi +44 7903 317 408
edoardo@gfmfilms.co.uk
Market Office: Grand 10th Fl
Home Office tel: +44 20 7186 6300

Synopsis:
The Battle of the Somme marked one of the bloodiest battles in human history, wounding & killing over 1,000,000
German and Allied soldiers.
Now, a century later, a documentary team lead by filmmaker Marcus Singh and Emma Washington, have travelled to the site to film a
TV ratings smash hit, unveiling the mysteries that led to its horrific outcome.
What they unearth however is far, far worse than they could ever have imagined; an army of the undead and a brand new war.
World War Dead: Rise of the Fallen chronicles a terrifying new battle between the living and the dead...and there can only be one
winner.

Zechariah
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Hugh Bonneville, Guy Siner, Ian Ogilvy, David
Crowley, Sean Knopp, George Brockbank, Michael
Stevenson
Horror
David Roden
Pre-Production

T4Square Films

Billy Hurman
billyhurman@4sqf.com
Market Office: Grand, Albatros Entr. 3rd Fl.
Home Office tel: +44 7956 578 093

Synopsis:
May 1940. 400,000 British soldiers are trapped on the Dunkirk beaches as the Nazis attack. The British submarines
sent to rescue them are being attacked - men are being turned into savage killers... and nobody knows why. Winston Churchill sends
naval officer MacRae, on a mission to the secret War Tunnels in Dover to investigate. MacRae uncovers a plot to destroy the Nazis with a super virus that turns its victims into flesh hungry killers and now he has to fight for his life and prevent the virus killing millions.
Meanwhile, time for the Dunkirk rescue is running out...
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Zero Tolerance
Cast:

Genre:
Director:
Status:

Scott Adkins, Dustin Nguyen, Gary Daniels, Kane
Kosugi
Action/Adventure
Wych Kaosayananda
Completed

TDisrupting Influence / V Int'l Media

Glenn Kendrick Ackermann +1 310 404 8684
glenn@disruptinginfluence.com
Home Office tel: +1 310 404 8684

Synopsis:
A former para-military operative searches Bangkok to find the killers of his estranged daughter - leaving carnage
and retribution in his wake.
Prepared by

Although great efforts have been made to present correct and up-to-date details, no warranty is made regarding the
accuracy or completeness of the information in this listing.
Films have been included because they match several criteria, including:
Where completed, films are less than one year old (not seen at or before Cannes 2015).
They are represented in person by a contactable sales company or producer at Cannes in 2016.
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